CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM
Date:

June 4, 2015

To:

The Honorable City Council
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall
Attention: Honorable Mike Bonin, Chair, Transportation Committee
Honorable Paul Krekorian, Chair, Budget & Finance Committee

From:

Miguel A. Santana
City Administrative

~-.,

/

Officer~

G1v~-~/J!f:;fngineer
Bureau of Engineering

Seleta J. Reynolds, General Manager ~
Department ofTransportation
REPORT ON NEW INDEPENDENT COST ESTIMATE AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE FOR
THE LA STREETCAR PROJECT {C.F. 11-0329-S12)

Subject:

SUMMARY
This report contains information regarding a new independent cost estimate and construction schedule
for the proposed LA Streetcar Project.
RECOMMENDATIONS
That the City Council:

1.

RECEIVE and FILE the attached document entitled "City of Los Angeles, Restoration of Historic
Streetcar Service, Independent Cost Estimate & Cost Methodology Report, Class C Cost
Estimate", dated September 17, 2014, and an updated cost and project schedule with cover
memo dated May 26, 2015, prepared by AECOM formerly known as URS Corporation (AECOM)
under contract to the los Angeles Department ofTransportation (LADOT).

2.

APPROVE an amendment to the City Council adopted Summary Project Management Plan (PMP}
for the streetcar project to include an exception allowing Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc. (LASI) to
competitively contract with a firm to conduct preliminary engineering (30%) using existing funds
under LASI's control, with the completed preliminary engineering plans subject to final approval
by the City.

3. DIRECT the City Engineer, in coordination with LADOT, to:
a)

Provide ongoing regular peer review of the streetcar preliminary engineering (30%) work
planned to be conducted by a separate consulting firm under contract to LASI;
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Establish a project cost estimate target of $250 million or less as the project is financially
constrained and this amount is the maximum project cost eligible for federal Small Starts
grant funding; and
Complete the final review and sign off on the completed preliminary engineering work if it is
acceptable or recommend that the City reject the work if it is not acceptable.

INSTRUCT the City Clerk to place on the agenda for the first regular Council meeting after June
30, 2015, or shortly thereafter, the following instructions:
a)

AUTHORIZE employment by Resolution Authority for one Principal Civil Engineer, Class Code
9489, to oversee the preliminary engineering work to be conducted by LASI's consultant on
behalf of the City, and full year funding of $167,138 in the Bureau of Engineering, for the
period July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016;
b) TRANSFER $167,138 from the Measure R Local Return Fund No. 51Q, Downtown LA
Streetcar-AB1290 Funds Project Account No. 94K690, to the Bureau of Engineering, Fund
No. 100, Department No. 78, Account No. 001010, Salaries, General, for salary costs of
one Principal Civil Engineer for the period July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016;
c) TRANSFER $137,321 within the Measure R Local Return Fun_d No. 51Q, from the Downtown
LA Streetcar Project Account No. 94K690 to the Reimbursement of General Fund Costs
Account No. to be determined for Fiscal Year 2015-16;
d) AUTHORIZE the City Engineer to hire a consultant to complete a third party cost estimate at
the completion of the 30 percent preliminary engineering work at an estimated cost not-toexceed $120,000;
e) TRANSFER $120,000 from MeasureR Local Return Fund No. 51Q, Downtown LA Streetcar
Project Account No. 94K690 to a new account within the Engineering Special Services Fund
No. 682, Department No. 50, entitled "Downtown LA Streetcar PE Cost Estimate", for the
cost to hire a consultant to complete a third party cost estimate at the completion of the 30
percent preliminary engineering work;
f) INSTRUCT the City Engineer to report back to the City Council once the work is completed to
share whether or not the preliminary engineering documents were formally accepted by the
City Engineer along with any major findings from the plans; and
g) AUTHORIZE the General Manager ofthe Department ofTransportation to make any
technical corrections or clarifications as necessary to the above instructions in order to
effectuate the intent of this action.
5.

INSTRUCT LADOT, in coordination with the CAO and the City Engineer, to report back to the City
Council with the following items prior to requesting the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to
evaluate and rate the project for grant funding:
a)

Recommended significant changes to the project including modifications to the route,
project delivery method, etc.; and
b) Recommended reasonable financial plan for the streetcar project that funds the full cost of
construction; and/orc) Project update, if a reasonable financial plan that funds the full cost of construction cannot
be developed and/or the project is no longer eligible for Small Starts funding.
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DIRECT the City Administrative Officer (CAO), in coordination with the City Engineer and LADOT,
to report back with a recommended consultant firm, estimated costs and a proposed funding
source to provide financial analyst services for the streetcar project including assistance in
developing a potential public-private partnership (P3).

KEY FINDINGS- COST ESTIMATE/ PROJECT SCHEDULE
AECOM was contracted by LADOT to prepare an independent cost estimate and project schedule for the
proposed LA Streetcar project. This cost estimate is based on the locally preferred alternative (LPA)
route approved by the City Council and contained in the draft environmental document for the project.
The following provides a summary of the selected key findings from the AECOM report and the financial
status of the project:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The total estimated cost (updated as of May 28, 2015) to construct the project is $281,589,228.
The project currently has a $144.1 million construction funding shortfall based on the new cost
estimate prepared by AECOM, and assuming federal approval of a $75 million Small Starts grant
to go along with $62.5 million in local Community Facilities District funding.
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has advised the City to develop a reasonable financial
plan that funds the full cost of construction before requesting the FTA to evaluate and rate the
project for potential grant funding.
The AECOM cost estimate is a preliminary Class C cost estimate based on a minimal level of
design (5%) and includes an overall 30% project contingency as required by the FTA.
AECOM has identified a number of potential cost reduction strategies that the City should
evaluate as the project moves forward.
The CAO, in coordination with BOE and LADOT, is exploring potential interest in a public-private
partnership {P3) to help finance and construct the project.
The revised project schedule estimates the completion of construction and the start of service
to the public in December 2020.

The Discussion section below provides additional details regarding the AECOM report and the status of
the project.
DISCUSSION
Independent Cost Estimate
Attachment 1 of this report is the executive summary of a report entitled "Independent Cost Estimate &
Cost Methodology Report", dated September 17, 2014, prepared by the consultant AECOM under
contract to the Department of Transportation (LADOT). AECOM also prepared a revised cost estimate
and project schedule dated May 28, 2015. AECOM was hired by LADOT to provide project management
services for the streetcar project. The purpose of this cost estimate is to assist the City in analyzing the
project's feasibility and to establish the project budget. This cost estimate was prepared independently
from previ.ous estimates for the project.
The updated new cost estimate developed by AECOM shows a total project cost of $281,589,228 to
design and construct the streetcar using the locally preferred alternative (LPA) 7th St. route approved by
the City Council and defined in the Project Development (PD) documentation provided to the FTA. The
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AECOM cost estimate cited above is in escalated dollars to 2019 year of expenditure (YOE). As part of its
report, AECOM also prepared a cost estimate for the 9th St. alternative route. This cost estimate of
$263,910,851 is slightly lower than the LPA route. However, the City Attorney advises that a revote of
the CFD likely wouid be required if the 9th St. alternative route is selected by the City as the ballot
measure defined tax zones based on a specific route {LPA) and the intended use of the CFD funds . See
the attached ICE Executive Summary for a map of the streetcar LPA route and 9th St. alternative.
Utility Relocation Costs
AECOM has estimated that utility relocation costs, one of the largest line items in the streetcar cost
estimate, will be $69.3 million. As discussed below, this cost estimate is less than the $79.3 million $165 .8 million estimate for utility relocation costs completed last year and eliminates the wide range in
costs from last year' s estimate. AECOM was able to refine and lower the utility relocation cost estimate
based on extensive discussions with the City's public utility agencies including LADWP and the
Department of Public Works. In addition, AECOM included 25% of the estimated private utility costs in
the total utility relocation cost estimate.
All work to-date has relied primarily on existing utility design plans. The existence of as yet unidentified
utilities along the streetcar route may increase the total construction cost estimate . AECOM also
assumed in the cost estimate that a majority of the utility relocation work would be conducted by
streetcar construction contractor staff rather than LADWP I City staff. Utility relocation costs would
increase if City utility staff conducted all the relocation work. An overall project contingency of 30% was
assumed to address these types of possible cost increases.
Vehicle Run Time Analysis- Fleet Requirements
Previous cost estimates assumed a total of eight streetcar vehicles (six in-service and two spares) . The
fleet size was based on an estimated average travel speed and the assumed streetcar frequencies (every
seven minutes during peak, 10-15 minutes during off-peak) . A recent analysis by L,ADOT and verified by
AECOM found the estimated average travel speed to be significantly slower than previously estimated,
resulting in a longer travel time to complete the route. LADOT projects that four additional vehicles
would be needed to maintain the assumed streetcar frequencies. These four added vehicles would
increase the totai fleet from eight to 12 vehicles.
The estimated cost of $24,335,274 for the four additional vehicles was not included in the AECOM cost
estimates cited above. If included, the estimated total cost for the ih St. route alternative would be
$305,924,502. Traffic engineering solutions will be evaluated as part of the environmental and project
design processes that may help to increase the travel speed of the streetcar, thus reducing the total
number of vehicles required. Alternatively, the assumed streetcar frequencies can be adjusted to reduce
or eliminate the need for additional vehicles (will impact estimated streetcar ridership) . The preparation
of a detailed operational plan is needed once the project is further along in the design process.
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Comparison to Previous Cost Estimates
As illustrated in the table below, the new AECOM cost estimate for the LPA route is approximately $50
million less than the high end of the previous cost estimate prepared by HDR (consultant to Metro) for
the project in 2013. HDR's cost estimate for the LPA route had a range of $232.2 million - $327.8
million.
Streetcar Cost Estimates (Millions of Dollars)

Base Project Costs*
Utility Costs
Facility Land Costs
Total Project Cost

CRA/LA
2011

2013

AECOM
2015

$114.5
$4.5
$6.0
$125.0

$125.7-$134.8
$79.3-$165.8
$27.2
$232.2-$327.8

$172.4
$69.3
$39.9
$281.6

HDR

Note: Base Project Costs include track and facility construction,
vehicle and land acquisition, and professional services unrelated
to utility relocation/replacement. Estimated $24.3 million for the
potential purchase of four additional vehicles is excluded
(see Run Time Analysis Section above).

The large range contained in the previous HDR cost estimate is due primarily to utility relocation cost
estimates which ranged from $79.3 million to $165.8 million. AECOM worked closely with the LA
Department of Water and Power (LADWP), the City's Department of Public Works and private utility
companies to develop a significantly more refined cost estimate for utility relocation.
The AECOM cost estimate is significantly higher than the original $125 million cost estimate prepared by
the former Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles (CRA I LA) in 2011 and
referenced as part of the 2012 report to the City Council concerning the establishment of the CFD (C.F.
11-0329-56).
Class C Preliminary Estimate
Per AECOM, the new cost estimate is a preliminary estimate based on conceptual engineering at the 5%
design level, also known as a Class C Estimate. AECOM states that preparation of this estimate included
a significantly greater amount of research and development compared to most Class C estimates. An
example of this higher level of development is the fact that the alignment has been refined to a specific
route and location in the street. In addition, a high level of effort has been conducted to examine the
potential utility impacts and relocation costs. Based on guidance from the FTA, an overall 30%
contingency was assumed for the project. This large contingency allows for projects to absorb potential
cost overruns during construction. AECOM noted that value engineering and strategic design decisions
during the project's design process may result in a reduced project cost.
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Projected Construction Funding
There are currently two primary sources of funding anticipated for constructing the streetcar project. As
discussed in the Background section of this report, one source of funding is the Community Facilities
District (CFD) approved by voters in 2012. The City has secured $62.5 million in local CFD funds for the
construction of the streetcar project. The non-profit Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc. (LASI), with funding from
CRA I LA, was instrumental in securing these funds.
LADOT has also initiated the Project Development (PD) process with the FTA for a federal Small Starts
capital grant for the project. The FTA is currently reviewing the project and has made no funding
commitments at this time. Assuming that the City is awarded the maximum available $75 million grant
by the FTA as part of the Small Starts program, the total amount of identified funding available to
construct the streetcar project would be $137.5 million.
The estimated project funding cited above does not include approximately $11 million in project funding
($10 million in funding from the former CRA I LA and $1 million in City Measure R local return funds)
approved by the City Council and currently being expended to support streetcar pre-development work
such as environmental, preliminary engineering and project management. Further, the cost for this work
is not included in the AECOM cost estimate.
The FTA Small Starts grant funding program establishes a maximum total project cost cap of $250
million . Projects costing more than $250 million will be considered by the FTA under the New Starts
grant program (which traditionally funds regional transit projects). The new streetcar cost estimate of
$281.6 million places the project above the $250 million Small Starts cap by $31.6 million. Staff is
currently revisiting the project elements and plans to continue with preliminary engineering in order to
identify any recommended cost reduction strategies. If any are identified, staff will ensure that any
changes to the project definition will not compromise the project's original intent, and stay consistent
with the purpose and need. Staff will report back to the City Council if the $250 million cap cannot be
met for the project, thus precluding LADOT from submitting a Small Starts grant application.
Projected Construction Funding Shortfall
Based on the new AECOM cost estimate, the City is facing a projected $144.1 million shortfall for the
streetcar project (LPA route). The table below summarizes the projected funding shortfall for the
project.
Summary- Projected Streetcar Construction Funding Shortfall
l
FTA Small Starts Total Funding
Construction
Funding
Grant
Cost
Shortfall
$144.1 M***
IL;:
$62.5
M** __ $75.0 M*
$137.5 M*
$281.6 M
____________
Note: "' FTA Small Starts grant approval is pending
** $22 .5 M of the $85 Min CFD funds is allocated for bond issuance and administration
*** Excludes $24,335,274 for four additional vehicles (see run-time analysis discussion)

I CFD Funds

I
J

The City will need to prepare and submit a reasonable financial plan for the project that funds the total
cost of construction. A reasonable funding plan must be identified before the FTA will review the draft
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EA and consider awarding grant funding for the project to the City. The CAO, in coordination with BOE,
LADOT, CD 14 and LASI, is exploring potential P3 opportunities to address the projected streetcar
funding shortfall.

Potential Cost Reduction Strategies
Given that the design work for the streetcar project is only about 5% complete, AECOM indicates that
there are potential opportunities that the City may elect to pursue in order to reduce the overall cost of
the project including value engineering of the route alignment. The following is a brief summary of
selected potential cost reduction strategies identified by AECOM.
•

Remove l 5t and Grand Route Segment- The LPA route includes a segment on First St. (between
Grand Ave. and Hill St.) and Grand Ave. (between First St. and Second St.), also known as the 1st
and Grand Ave. extension or spur. AECOM indicates that eliminating or deferring this portion of
the route to a later phase could potentially save an estimated $15.4 million (2019 YOE). The
potential impacts of such a change, including reduced ridership, would need to be analyzed as
part of the environmental review for the project. The Grand Ave. spur is also outside the
boundaries of the existing CFD . Further investigation of other potential funding sources,
including a second CFD, would be required.

•

Land Acquisition for Maintenance Facility - AECOM, with guidance provided by the FTA,
assumed a full site acquisition for the streetcar maintenance facility at an estimated cost of
approximately $36.2 million (escalated). The construction of a maintenance facility on the site
without further development can be characterized as an underutilization of the property given
the high costs of land in Downtown Los Angeles. AECOM suggests that alternative uses of the
land such as joint development could potentially generate revenues {for transit use) that may
reduce the net cost ofthe streetcar project. ·
Logistical issues associated with a potential joint development include alignment of the
schedules for the streetcar project and the joint development project. AECOM estimates that
any delays to the streetcar schedule, including potential joint development related delays, will
add an estimated · $8 million - $10 million per year ($750,000 per month) to the streetcar
construction cost estimate.
The FTA released a new circular, FTA C 7050.1, dated August 25, 2014, that provides guidance
on how to use FTA funds or FTA-funded property for joint development. In summary, any future
joint development of the streetcar maintenance yard must be approved by the FTA and .comply
with all federal requirements. The joint development of property purchased using FTA funds
must involve a compatible use that will enhance the effectiveness, and provide a fair share of
revenues, for public transportation. FTA-assisted joint development procurements must also
comply with federal requirements including the general requirement for full and open
competition.
Further, Mello-Roos statutes require that the CFD bonds be issued only for public facilities. A
joint development and the level of private benefit will have implications for the CFD bonds as to
whether they can be issued. The potential impacts of a proposed joint development project
must also be considered as part of the environmental review process.
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•

Utility Relocations - As previously discussed, the estimated cost for utility relocations is $69.3
million. Per AECOM, strategic options exist to potentially reduce this cost such as leaving certain
maintenance holes in place rather than relocating them and sharing the costs of utility
relocation with the LADWP and other public utilities. It should be noted that leaving these
maintenance holes in place may result in streetcar operations being shut down due to
maintenance of underground utilities. Value engineering of the route alignment as part of the
design process (past 30%} may also reduce the estimated cost of utility relocations.

•

Project Schedule I Expediting Preliminary Design - AECOM assumed starting the advanced
conceptual design work (15% design) and preliminary design work (30% design) in mid-2015 in
order to expedite the project schedule and reduce the construction cost estimate. AECOM
estimates that it would cost an estimated $3.64 million to complete the preliminary design
work, exclusive of City staff costs.

As discussed by AECOM, there are significant challenges, issues and/or uncertainties associated with
each of the potential cost reduction strategies. After consultation with the FTA, these potential cost
reduction strategies were not assumed by AECOM as part of the total estimated project cost. Further
analysis and evaluation is recommended before any decisions are made by the City to pursue one or
more of these potential cost reduction strategies.
Revised Project Schedule
In addition to the independent cost estimate, the scope of work for AECOM also included the
development of a revised, updated streetcar project schedule. According to AECOM, the project is
anticipated to start service in December 2020. This revised project schedule, which is summarized on
page 7 of the attached May 28, 2015 revision to the Final ICE Executive Summary, was used by AECOM
to help develop the new ICE. The administrative draft streetcar EIR will need to be updated to reflect
this new 2020 estimated start date. The administrative draft EIR currently assumes a 2016 start date.
The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) prepared by the Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG) will also need to be updated. The estimated December 2020 project service start date by AECOM
is based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

Local funding will be identified /allocated for final project engineering and construction
in the next year.
The FTA will award a $75 million Small Starts grant for the project.
The environmental process is anticipated to be complete by late 2016.
Design activities will begin in early 2016.
Right of Way Acquisition for Maintenance Facility and Traction Power Substations (TPSS}
by late 2017.

It should be noted that the estimated project schedule is fluid and subject to additional rev1s1ons
throughout the life of the design and construction of the project. Further, the estimated schedule
assumes that the project will be awarded federal Small Starts grant funding and that all funding
shortfalls will be resolved within the next year. As previously discussed, AECOM estimated that any
delays to the project schedule will result in a project cost increase of approximately $8 million to $10
million per year. Similarly, expediting the project schedule would result in a similar level of project cost
savings.
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Next Steps I Key Issues
The following summarizes selected next steps I key issues for the streetcar project.

1.

Revised Ridership Estimate -The FTA has completed a demonstration of its new STOPS ridership
estimation model for the LA streetcar project. Preliminary results were received in in October
2014. The FTA has recently released a new version of its STOPS model. LADOT is coordinating
with Metro and the FTA to recalculate the ridership estimate using the new model and analyze
and verify the preliminary results. Once the final results are available, LADOT will meet with the
FTA to discuss how this ridership estimate compares to the previous ridership estimate prepared
by the consultant Fehr & Peers and contained in the Alternatives Analysis.
The FTA and LADOT will also discuss how the new ridership estimate may impact the streetcar
project definition including the LPA route and/or additional route options. It should be noted that
there are legal risks associated with modifying the route, to the extent that a specific route was
identified and assumptions made in the formulation of the CFD boundary and special tax
structure which were presented in the ballot measure and approved by the registered voters of
the CFD.
If the STOPS ridership model shows a significant reduction in streetcar ridership, LADOT will
apprise Council ofthe change and what possible steps can be implemented to improve ridership.

2.

Preliminary Design - Per AECOM, completing preliminary design work {to the 30% stage) for the
project will provide the City with a sense of value engineering opportunities and a magnitude of
the potential cost savings that may be achievable. AECOM estimates that achieving 30%
preliminary engineering will cost an estimated $3.6 million to complete (not including City costs
for oversight of a third party).
The City's non-profit partner on this project, Los Angeles Streetcar, Inc. {LASI), has expressed
interest in assisting the City to expedite preliminary engineering by contracting directly with a
firm to perform the preliminary design work. LASI will issue the RFP, select a firm, execute and
manage the contract. No new City funds would be needed for this work as LASI plans to use
approximately $2.6 million in former Community Redevelopment Agency {CRA) funding, which
expires if not used by on March 8, 2016, and other LASI-controlled funds such as TFAR transfers.
The City Council, at its meeting on September 17, 2013, adopted a Summary Project
Management Plan for this project {C. F. 11-0329-S7). The summary plan states that the City will
execute agreements for all major contract awards and will be directly responsible for managing
these contracts and administering all funds throughout all phases of the project. An amendment
to the adopted Summary Project Management Plan is needed in order for LASI to assume
responsibility for contracting directly with a firm to perform preliminary engineering (see
Recommendation #2 of this report).
While LASI will directly manage the contract for preliminary engineering and pay all contractor
invoices, the City is ultimately responsible for making the decision whether or not to accept the
preliminary engineering work. As such, LASI has agreed to allow access for BOE and LADOT, along
with the City's contracted project manager (AECOM), to actively review and comment on work
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products prepared by LASI's preliminary design contractor (see Recommendations 2 and 3 of this
report). Recommendation 4 of this report provides for BOE to assume the lead role in providing
oversight for the City, with AECOM providing technical assistance. Under this scenario, BOE is
requesting authority to hire a new Principal Civil Engineer staff position under resolution
authority, for the period July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016, at a cost of $167,138.
Recommendation 5 of this report provides for the appropriation of an additional $120,000 for
BOE to hire a co'nsultant to conduct a third party cost estimate at the completion of the
preliminary engineering work. The total funding required for BOE in FY 2015-16 is $287,138. A
funding source would need to be identified for these additional costs.
3.

CEQA/NEPA Environmental Review - After consultation with the FTA, the City has decided to
separate the joint administrative draft EIR/EA into two separate documents and move forward
with preparation of a draft EIR. Once a project alternative included in the EIR is considered and
approved by City Council, the FTA will prepare and consider an EA focused on this project
alternative . The administrative draft EIR under preparation is being modified to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional project alternatives (ih Street alignment without the Grand Avenue Spur and gth
Street alignment without the Grand Avenue Spur);
An additional potential site for the planned streetcar maintenance facility;
Four alternative locations for a layover track;
Updated assumed opening year date from 2016 to 2020;
Updated horizon year date from 2035 to 2040; and
Revisions to the technical studies to support these changes.

The City will need to resolve outstanding issues with the project before it can request the FTA to
evaluate and rate the project for grant funding. These outstanding issues include identifying and
studying potential new route alternatives and maintenance facility sites, any potential changes
to the Project Management Plan (including potential P3) and the development of a reasonable
financial plan. Recommendation #5 of this report directs staff to report back to City Council
with the final proposed project description and a financial plan for the project.
4.

Explore Potential P3 Opportunities- The feasibility of P3 to help the City address the significant
projected construction funding shortfall for the project should be explored. The CAO recently
circulated a Request for Information (RFI) to solicit information regarding potential P3
opportunities for the streetcar p-roject. In addition to the project construction funding shortfall
issue, a potential P3 agreement may also impact the approved project delivery method and
proposed project management plan for the streetcar project.
Since CFD bonds can only be issued to finance public facilities, the analysis of a potential P3
agreement would also need to consider the level of ownership, risks and rewards accruing to the
private party in order to determine that the project is eligible for CFD bonding. Further, as part of
this analysis the City would need to consider federal private use issues and the cost/benefit of
issuing CFD bonds as taxable as compared to tax exempt.
The CAO is planning to release an RFP for a consultant to provide financial analyst services for the
streetcar project including a potential P3 agreement. Recommendation #6 of this report directs
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the CAO staff to report back to the City Council with the recommended firm and estimated
budget to perform the financial analyst services for the project.
It should be noted that a P3 would follow a different procurement path than Council approved in
the PMP. A P3 project would follow a Design-Build-Operate-Maintain and Finance (DBOMF)
procurement.
Currently, the streetcar project is approved to follow the Construction
Management/General Contractor procurement method.
5.

Develop Balanced Financial Plan - One of the critical steps for the City in fully developing the
project definition for the streetcar project is the preparation of a balanced financial plan. This
plan would need to demonstrate to the FTA how the City plans to fund the construction and
operation of the project without a funding shortfall. The pursuit of a P3 by the City to help fund
the project may also impact the selected construction delivery method for the project and the
Project Management Plan (PMP) as required by the FTA.

BACKGROUND

The proposed Streetcar Project in Downtown Los Angeles is a fixed-rail streetcar system that will link
with existing regional transit using Broadway, 11th, Figueroa, 7th or 9th Streets & Hill Street. The route
will serve the Civic Center, Broadway and the Historic Core, the Fashion District, South Park, L.A. Live
and the Convention Center, the Financial District, and restaurant row through the Jewelry District, and
on to Grand Avenue.
Environmental Review
The City Council, at its meeting on July 9, 2010, authorized the Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA) to enter into an agreement with Metro to prepare the federally required National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) documentation for the streetcar
(CF 10-0937). As part of this agreement, Metro was also tasked with preparing the planned FTA Small
Starts grant application for the streetcar. Regarding the environmental review process, the City's
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering (BOE) is the Lead Agency under CEQA. The FTA and
LADOTare the Lead Agencies under NEPA.
Community Facilities District (CFD)
The City Council and Mayor enacted Ordinance No. 182192 (CF 11-0329-S6) that approved the special
CFD election to levy a special tax for the purposes of issuing up to $85 million in bonds to partially fund
construction of the streetcar. Approximately $62.5 million of the approved $85 million is estimated to
be available for construction. It is anticipated that the remaining amount will be used for interest cost.
The elections were certified by City Council on December 12, 2012 with 72.9% of the ballots cast
supporting the formation of the CFD. The CFD was to fund half of the original $125 million construction
cost.
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Measure R Operating Fund Commitment
The City Council, at its meeting on March 6, 2013, committed to spend $294.73 million in City Measure R
15% Local Return funds for streetcar operations (C.F. 11-0329-S7). The City Council approved a 30-year
operational plan with funding programmed over a 23-year period from FY2017 through FY2039, based
on an opening year streetcar operation cost of $6.8 million ($5.9 million subsidy), with an assumed cost
escalator of 3% annually. The City Council also authorized LADOT to submit an FTA Small Starts grant
application for the streetcar project.
Project Delivery & Management Plan
The City Council, at its meeting on September 17, 2013, approved a project delivery method
(Construction Management I General Contractor aka CMIGC) and summary project management plan
(amended) as recommended by the CAO, BOE and LADOT for the streetcar project (C.F. 11-0329-S7).
The City Council also directed the CAO, BOE and LADOT to report to the Budget & Finance and
Transportation Committees after submission of the project development letter to the FTA, but prior to
the request of the FTA to rate and evaluate the project, with a status report on the Independent Cost
Estimate (ICE) including utility relocation costs and the streetcar funding plan.
FTA Sma ll Starts Grant Process
LADOT submitted a request, dated December 3, 2013, for the FTA to evaluate the streetcar project for
entry into the Project Development (PD) phase of the federal Small Starts grant process under MAP 21.
LADOT was notified by the FTA in a letter dated February 28, 2014 that the project had been approved
to enter PD. LADOT must complete the EIR I EA review process and provide the FTA with required
information for evaluation and rating to complete PD and become ready for a construction agreement.
Entry into PD does not constitute a commitment that any FTA funds will be approved for the project. In
addition, the project must be below $250 million to be eligible for a Small Starts grant.
FTA 2014 TIGER Grant Application
LADOT submitted a FY 14 TIGER VI grant application to the FTA in April 2014 for the streetcar project.
LADOT requested $2 .5 million in funding for preliminary engineering activities. The FTA recently
announced the projects that were awarded TIGER grant funding for FY 2014. The streetcar project was
not one of the selected projects.
Public- Private Partnership
The CAO issued an RFI on September 18, 2014 to solicit information and potential interest from the
private sector regarding potential public-private partnerships (P3) for the streetcar project. A total of 23
responses were received by the due date of October 30, 2014. It is hoped that this information will assist
the City in evaluating alternative project delivery methods through P3 such as Design-Build-FinanceOperate-Maintain (DBFOM).

Honorable City Council
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FISCAL IMPACT
There is no impact to the budget as the recommendations in this report do not commit the City to
expend any additional funds for the streetcar project. The CFD tax funds will be used by the City as the
local match for federal grant funding (if approved by the FTA), and the City has committed to use
approximately $295 million in local Measure R funds over the next 30 years for streetcar operations. An
additional funding source must be identified by the City to eliminate the projected construction funding
shortfall. The FTA will not consider the project for Small Starts grant funding unless the estimated
project cost is reduced to below $250 million and the City submits a balanced financial plan for
construction that does not contain a funding shortfall.
SjR:JL
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CHANGES BETWEEN 9/17/14 TO May 2015
7th Street Alignment
ITEM

9/17/2014
1

ESTIMATE CHANGE DESCRIPTION

BASE YEAR
DOLLARS

Total Project Cost- September 9/14

$236,791,8891 ;

9th Street Alignment

YEAR OF
EXPENDITURE

BASE YEAR
DOLLARS

YEAR OF
EXPENDITURE

$274,346,481

$222,128,881

$257,122,810

$6,251,305

$7,242,747

$5,864,202

$6,788,041

$243,043,195
$21,623,374

$281,589,228
$24,335,274

$227,993,083
$21,623,374

$263,910,851
$24,335,274

I

$264,666,5691

$305~924,5f)21

$249,616,4571

$288,246,1251

I

$27,874,6801

$31,578,0211

$27,487,5761

$31,123,3151

I

12%1

12%1

12%1

12%1

Adjust for 8 Months of Delay @ 4% per
year {0.33% per month)

Total after Adjustment
2

r

Add 4 Vehicles

CURRENT ___ITotal Project Cost- Updated 4/15

I

DELTA

I

DELTA

-I$ VARIANCE 9/17/14 TO APRIL 2015
1% VARIANCE 9/17/14 TO APRIL 2015
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Owner:
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Class C Cost Estimate

AE'COM
5/28/2015

SUMMARY 1: EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY (Table 1, 5, & 6 from ICE)

2

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST
1. ITEM #1 represents the total project cost of the streetcar and associated utility relocations for the preferred alignment on 7th Street, including
the full acquisition cost for the operations & maintenance facility. This alignment corresponds to the preferred alignment in the Environmental
Impact Report.
2. ITEM #2 represents the total project cost of the streetcar and associated utility relocations for the preferred alignment on 9th Street, including
the full acquisition cost for the operations & maintenance facility. This alignment corresponds to the alternative alignment in the Environmental
Impact Report.

3. The Current Year refers to 2014. This is the approximate current market value if the project were in construction this year.
4. The escalated value includes anticipated commodity and labor escalation from the date of the report to the estimated date of expenditure,
which Is assumed to a mid-point of 2019.
5. All costs Include 15-30% design contingency and 10% construction contingency. The average total contingency Is 30%.

6. All costs include construction costs, professional services, vehicles, and land acquisition.
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SUMMARY 2: DETAILED PROJECT SUMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT (Table 9 from Original ICE pg 39)
7TH ST ALIGNMENT

Notes
1.. This table displays the main cost components of the Preferred Alignment on 7th Street.
2. Streetcar: Includes all costs associated with the constnJCtion, design, and management of streetcar, land acquisition, and vehicles.
3. Public Utilities: Includes all costs associated with the construction, design, and management of the public utility relocation. No cost mitigation options such as strategic engineering and shming co sts with
LADWP have been assumed in this number.
4. Private Utilities: This is an allowances of approximately 25% of the total estimated cost for private utility work. This cost is meant to allow for coordinating with the private utility companies and performing a
small portion of the work. Per the franchise agreements, relocation of the private utility companies Is the responclbility of the private utility firms and is not a project cost.
5. Land Cost This estimate assumes the full purchase of a lot size of 55,000 SF in size, using the average market value price for land per current property value. No cost sharing options such as P3 are assumed
in this unit price.
6. Vehicle Cost: The vehicle costs assume 12 vehicles (1.0 in service and 2 spares).
7. Professional Services: Professional services are marked-up 34% on top of the construction cost and include design and consuttancy services, insurances, legal, agency costs, permits, etc.
8. All costs include 15 to 30% design contingency plus 1.0% unallocated contingency. The average total contingency is 30%.
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SUMMARY 3: DETAILED PROJECT SUMARY- ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT (Table 10 from Original ICE pg 39)
9TH ST ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVE

Notes
1.. This table displays the main cost components of the Alternative Alignment on 9th Street.
2. Streetcar: Includes all costs associated with the construction, design, and management of streetcar, land acquisition, and vehicles.
3. Public Utilities: Includes all costs associated with the construction, design, and management of the public utility relocation. No cost mitigation options such as strategic engineering and sharing costs with LADWP
have been assumed in this number.
4. Private ·Utilities: This Is an allowances of approximately 25% of the total estimated cost for private utility work. This cost is meant to allow for coordinating with the private utility companies and performing a small
portion of the work. Per the franchise agreements, ralocatlon of the private utility companies is the responclbllity of the private utility firms and Is not a project cost
5. Land Cost: This estimate assumes the full purchase of a lot size of 55,000 SF In size, using the average market value price for land per current property value. No cost sharing options such as P3 are assumed In
this unit price.
6. Vehicle Cost: The vehicle costs assume 12 vehicles (10 In service and 2 spares).
7. Professional Services: Professional services are marked-up 34% on top of the construction cost and include design and Consultancy services, insurances, legal, agency costs, permits, etc.
8. All costs include 1.5 to 30% design contingency plus 10% unallocated contingency. The average total contingency is 30%.
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SUMMARY 4: 1ST & GRAND EXTENSION

TOTAL- ESTI

B

TOTAL- ESTIMATED

YEAR COST

t:.;)\..1"\LJo\

DCOST

$10,161,028

$2,691,33

$11,935,49

$3,161,33

$223,059

Notes
1. This table displays the main cost components of the Alternative Alignment on 9th Street without the 1st & Grand Extension.
2. Streetcar: Includes all costs associated with the construction, design, and management of streetcar, ROW, and vehicles.
3. Public Utilities: Includes all costs associated with the construction, design, and management of the public utility relocation.

4 . Private Utilities: This estimate includes an allowance of approximately 25% of the total estimated cost for private utility work as an allowance for coordinating with the private utility
companies. It is assumed that the majority of the cost will be paid directly by the private utility companies.
5. All costs include 15 to 30% design contingency and 10% construction contingency.
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1.1.

RESTORATION OF HISTORIC STREETCAR SERVICE
INDEPENDENT COST ESTIMATE & COST METHODOLOGY REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Total Project Cost

This document is an Independent Cost
Estimate and Cost Methodology Report
prepared by URS Corporation for the Los
Angeles Streetcar Project. This estimate is a
"Class C Cost Estimate," based on a project
that is at the 0-5% design stage. Due to the
early stage of the project, this estimate
includes a weighted average allocated
contingency of 20%, as well as unallocated
contingency of 10% on all project
components.
The
overall
average
contingency is 30%, per Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) guidance.
Though characterized as a Class C Cost
Estimate, the work undertaken to prepare
this document exceeds what is typically done
for a Class C Cost Estimate. Specifically,
there has been extensive coordination with
the City of Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power (LADWP) and Bureau of Sanitation
(BOS) on utility relocation assumptions, a
detailed
breakdown
of
construction
quantities and scope, and coordination with
real estate experts on land acquisition costs.

LOSI'Inge!HSb'eetr;ar
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RGURE 1- ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES

The Locally Preferred Alignment as identified in the Environmental Impact Report is the 71t1
Street Alignment (Figure 1). An alternative alignment on gtn Street is also being evaluated.
The total project cost in current year and escalated year (mid-point of 2018) dollars is
presented below.

TABLE 1: TOTAL PROJECT COST
[ -=--_~ -- ith Street- Preferred Alignment
1

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

2

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

Current Year Vahle

- --

-EScalate~-~---;

$274,346,481
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Total Project Cost by Component

The total project cost consists of construction costs (which include utility relocations), land
acquisition costs, vehicles, professional services, allocated contingency, and unallocated
contingency. The following tables and charts depict the total estimated project cost forthe
preferred alignment on 7th Street as well as the gth Street Alignment Alternative. The 7th
Street Alignment corresponds with the Locally Preferred Alternative in the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR)/Environmental Assessment (EA) currently being prepared for the project.

TABLE 3: TOTAL PROJECT COST BY PROJECT COMPONENT-

gTH

STREET ALIGNMENT

ALTERNATIVE
IJIII!!Iflllllll!lll!

For both tables above, Items 7-10 include a weighted average of 20% allocated contingency
and escalation. Item 11 is calculated as a 34% mark-up on Item 7 and 8. Finally, Item 12 is
calculated as a 10% mark-up on Items 7-11.
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FIGURE 2: TOTAL PROJECT COST BY COMPONENT- 7111 STREET ALIGNMENT· ESCALATED
$24,940,589

• Streetcar Construction Costs
• Utilities Construction Costs
• Land Acquisition Costs
•Vehicles
• Professional Services
• Unallocated Continsency

FIGURE 3: TOTAL PROJECT COST BY COMPONENT- 9™ STREET ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVEESCALATED
$23,259,825
9%

• Streetcar Construction Costs
• Utilities Construction Costs
• land Acquisition Costs
• Vehicles
• Professional Services
• Unallocated Contingency

14%

As shown, the major cost driver for the project is construction costs, which include
allowances for relocation and coordination of public and private utilities. The choice between
routing the streetcar on 7th Street versus 9th Street has implications on the cost of the
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project. The 7th Street Alignment costs roughly $19 million (Year of Expenditure, YOE) more
than the 9th Street Alignment Alternative, largely due to utility costs.
Hard costs are based on specific project construction, land, and vehicle quantities, whereas
soft costs and contingencies are calculated as a percentage of other costs. Professional
services are estimated as a 34% mark-up on construction costs. A weighted average 20%
allocated contingency is added on each of the major project components. Finally, unallocated
contingency is estimated at 10% of construction costs, land acquisition costs, vehicle costs,
and professional services. Construction costs are escalated to 2018 dollars. Land
acquisition and vehicle costs are escalated to early 2017, the scheduled expenditure date
for those items.
All estimate totals assume full land acquisition for the operations and maintenance facility,
per FfA guidance. A 55,000 square foot (SF) parcel is assumed to accommodate the
operations and maintenance facility. Land acquisition options are further discussed in
Section 6.6 Right-of-way, land, existing improvements. In addition options for acquiring the
maintenance facility/depot, other cost reduction strategies are discussed in Section 5: Cost
Management Strategies.
The utility costs estimate assumes that contractors will perform the majority of the utility
relocation work. There have been numerous meetings with LADWP to assess the technical
scope of work. At this stage in the process LADWP concurs with this assumption, with the
caveat that this may change as the project is further developed and more precise
assessment of work scope is developed. Contractors would not perform certain electric utility
work (hot power) and would be paid a prevailing wage that achieves union wage parity.
Because of scheduling, it is assumed that some portion of the private utility lines will
become a project cost. This estimate makes an allowance of approximately one quarter
(25%) of the full value of the costs for private utility relocation to account for this scope. This
is a conservative allowance based on known information at this time. The estimate also
includes allowance for the contractor to coordinate and oversee the private utility relocation
work.
Public and private utility relocations were quantified based on the alignment. For purposes of
this estimate, it is assumed that the private utility companies will be both financially and
physically responsible for relocating the majority of their own utility lines, vaults, manholes,
and other facilities, as provided for in their franchise agreements with the city. The following
tables summarize the public and private utility cost estimates for the 71h Street Alignment.
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TABLE 4: PUBLIC & PRIVATE UnLITIES SUMMARY- 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

PUBLIC & PRIVATE UTILITIES SUMMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT-7TH STREET
E--.. ·:· ·. ·<: .- - .... -- PRE-FERRED - ALIGNMENT:'7TH .STREET'··.: ·_ -:: :-:_~-_::"I.2J

-~~~-:- 7~-. .:-:1 .. ~-..-...· --~' "";-- ... .,..,-

ff'ft~IYIL~o:·.~:l· -~,:~ ·~

I

.~~§!~~.-~}-

_: ·,. ·.. , ,-

'-

,

. ;,

o~sCRIPTION

••:_:~£..;',.;_;:"~~-~·.1,'·,~:-

.'

WATER
SANITARY SEWER
STORM DRAIN
TRAFFIC CONTROL
PRIVATE UTILITIES- allowance

80

. _cosi
PER MILE

.

voE 201s co~T~-- -- -~-cos~: · --~]
·-'- -c~-' ~ _ --==- , PE ~J~11LE :c-:1J

$23,082,639
$10,134,239
$4,398,624
$3,598,468
$2,265,814
$2,338,954

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

(10%)

D

BYD 2014 COSTS
-. __ ·.-., •. :·

$19,650,916
$8,627,570
$3,744,676
$3,063,479
$1,928,952
$1,991,219

POWER

40.02.01
40.02.02
40.02.03
40.02.04
40.02.05
40.02.06

·:
•I

$5,226,913

$17,495,555

TOTAL PUBUC AND PRIVATE UTILITIES COST
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Project Schedule

The project is anticipated to start service in 2019. This service date has assumed a
Construction Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) project delivery method. Further, this
start date assumes that the project will qualify for Federal Small Starts Funding, which has a
project cap of $250M. In order to meet this requirement, project costs must be reduced to
below $250M, or the scope of the project must be adjusted to reduce costs. Moreover, the
schedule assumes that a mechanism for eliminating the capital budget shortfall will be
identified in the next twelve months. One potential scenario is likely to include investigation
of a public-private partnership (P3), which could either shorten or lengthen the project
schedule, depending on when a P3 team is brought on board. If conceptual design can be
advanced, as recommended in Section 5, and the P3 or CM/GC schedule is linked to this
design work, there is the potential to shorten the project schedule. The current schedule is
subject to change as alternative project delivery strategies are explored and refined.
This startup date is based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

Funding will be identified/allocated for the project engineering and construction.
The environmental process will be complete by early 2016.
Bid and selection of a project delivery team will each take no more than one year.
Vehicle selection and delivery will be scheduled to coincide with construction activity.
Design activities will begin in early 2016.

Project delivery is anticipated to occur in three main phases: pre-construction, construction,
and start-up. The pre-construction phase, which includes the environmental review process,
advanced conceptual design, and program management, is essentially now underway and
should conclude by mid 2017. This phase must also include the selection of a project
delivery team which will consist of, at minimum, a final design/engineering team, and a
general contractor. Construction is anticipated to begin in mid 2017 and conclude in mid
2019, and includes vehicle delivery, utility relocation, and track and station construction.
Finally, startup activities are anticipated to conclude in late 2019, and include station
finishes and landscaping, and vehicle testing and training. A simplified project schedule is
presented below. A comprehensive project schedule has been developed (Appendix 9.9)
including the pre-design, design, construction, and testing durations and subtasks.
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FIGURE 4: PROJECT SCHEDULE

Preconstruction
Vehicles/Long Lead Items
Construction and Installation
I
I

PHASE 1: PRE-CONSTRUCTION

I

Ill:
II START
I

PHASE II: CONSTRUCTION

I

1
1
1
I
I
I
UP
I
~----------------------------------~-------------------~-----J
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Methodology

This estimate is a "Class C" estimate, meaning it has been prepared during the pre-design
stage. The estimate has been prepared in the standard Federal Transit Authority (FTA)
Format, which divides the project into ten main scope elements: Guideway Trackwork,
Stations/Stops, Yard & Shops, Sitework/Utilities, Systems, Right of Way, Vehicles,
Professional Services, Unallocated Contingency, and Finance Charges.
The methodology to complete the cost estimate consisted of the following:
• Existing utility plans and drawings, and design documents for other projects along
the alignment were reviewed to determine existing conditions and design plans for
future projects.
• Estimates prepared for other projects along the corridor, as well as estimates for
water, power, sewer, and storm drain utility relocations were reviewed. Utility
relocation estimates were reviewed and referenced to determine the proper
assumptions and means and methods for the scope of work. Two one-page summary
sheets of an estimate prepared for the Los Angeles Streetcar project were reviewed
following completion of this estimate to analyze and report cost variances. No backup detail, assumptions, or means and methods for previous Los Angeles Streetcar
cost estimates were provided.
• The preliminary alignment was adjusted as necessary to provide proper radii on
curves and to make the streetcar alignment fit within the proposed lanes of traffic.
• Once the preliminary alignment was adjusted, existing utility data was overlaid on the
alignment to determine potential utility conflicts.
• Consultation meetings and calls were held with public and private utility providers. As
utility-related costs are the major driver of the Los Angeles Streetcar project's overall
cost, extensive early consultation was conducted to refine, revise, and narrow the
estimated cost for utilities. The project team shared preliminary alignment drawings
overlain with existing utilities with public utility providers. During consultation
meetings, the scope of potential utility conflicts was discussed and agreed upon.
Private utiiity providers along the alignment were also contacted to discuss the
project background and obtain an overall understanding and agreement on costs
associated with private utility relocation. An extensive amount of effort was put into
this early coordination in order to refine and reduce the range of the utility relocation
cost estimate at this early stage, given known information.
• The amount of materials needed (for example, miles of track, number of stations,
etc.) were measured based on the preliminary alignment and potential utility
conflicts. Detailed quantities or "take-off" were measured with the use of on-screen
image reading software titled "Pianswift." For a detailed description of measurement
guidelines, refer to Section 6.
• Costs for each scope item were developed from historical cost data, both internal
and gathered from due diligent research. Statistical analysis was performed on
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several recent streetcar estimates and bid results, including Portland, Seattle,
Dallas, Charlotte, Tucson, Cincinnati, Kansas City, and Detroit. All costs were
appropriately adjusted with location .and escalation factors in order to be comparable
to Los Angeles in the current year. Additionally, during the preparation of this
estimate, CBRE, a real estate firm, prepared an Independent Land Appraisal Report
identifying the potential cost of acquiring a maintenance site. The Independent Land
Appraisal Report is provided in Appendix 9.6.
Contractor, management, and permit fees, overhead costs, labor costs, escalation,
and contingencies were added to the estimate to account for all related costs. Per
FTA guidance, an average overall contingency of 30% was used, which includes a
weighted average allocated contingency of 20% and unallocated contingency of 10%.

Section 3 of this report includes a detailed description of the methodology used in
preparation of the independent cost estimate, including definitions to common terms, an
explanation of the estimate format, and the Basis of Estimate. The Basis of Estimate
identifies all documents used for scope measurement, the methods used for quantification,
sources of pricing, explanation of contractor and project mark-ups, escalation factors, and
market factors.
1.5

Cost Management Strategies

Several strategies may be used to manage the overall project cost, as further described in
Section 5. This estimate takes a conservative approach to account for uncertainty, unknown
factors, and risks. Additionally, opportunities exist to refine the engineering of the alignment,
pursue different land acquisition methods, coordinate cost saving with related projects, and
use innovative project delivery strategies and technologies. These cost management
strategies are further detailed below, along with issues and considerations related to each
strategy.
Land Acquisition for Maintenance Facility/Depot: Land acquisition for a maintenance
facility represents a cost driver for the Los Angeles Streetcar. A full site acquisition
purchased at market rate may total in excess of $30 Million (YOE for land acquisition costs
is early 2017). Alternative methods of site acquisition could be used, such as joint
development, in which the maintenance facility/depot could be incorporated into the design
of a mixed-use project developed by either the City or by others. A joint development
approach could also provide a revenue source if development rights were sold or leased. This
estimate assumes full site acquisition consistent with FTA guidance.

•

Issues and Considerations
o A joint-developed site may present compatibility issues between the streetcar
activities and other uses developed on the site.
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Joint development would require an agreement to be established and
approved with a private entity. This would necessitate close coordination on
funding and implementation issues.
Joint development may require additional environmental review and costs,
both for environmental review and due to schedule slippage.

Remove 1st and Grand Segment: The Locally Preferred Alternative as listed in the EIR

includes a segment of the alignment that travels up 1•t Street to Grand. The 1st and Grand
component is a cost addition of approximately $15M Year of Expenditure (YOE). Delaying
implementation of this segment to a future phase would reduce costs, as shown in the
tables below.

3

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

4

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

•

Issues and Considerations
o The City of Los Angeles would have to adopt a refined Locally Preferred
Alignment to exclude the 1st and Grand segment from the initial alignment and
make the appropriate adjustments to the Environmental Impact Report.
o Excluding this project segment will impact projected ridership.
o If estimated ridership changes, traffic analysis may have to be· redone,
resulting in additional cost and time to complete the EIR/EA.

Utility Relocations: The largest single scope cost in the estimate is for the utility relocations,
which may be up to $45M construction cost and $67M total project cost, which includes
professional services and contingencies (YOE) for the 7th Street Alignment. The following
strategies could reduce this cost:
•

Rail Engineering: Advancing the preliminary rail engineering may generate significant

savings in the utility relocations costs. Strategic rail engineering has been conducted
in other cities to dramatically reduce the utility relocations costs in other streetcar
systems. For example, the current estimate includes an allowance for relocation
(replacement) of all manholes within a minimum distance beyond the track slab due
to maintenance accessibility. However, this is not necessarily the industry standard.
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In other US cities, such as Portland and Seattle, strategic rail engineering occurred to
reduce the utility impacts.
o

•

Issues and Considerations
• Maintenance to manholes during hours when the streetcar is
operational would require it to be shut down, which would impact
ridership.
• Conducting rail engineering before the alignment is finalized in the
environmental document could result in re-work and costs if the
environmental process results in a changed preferred alignment. For
example if advanced conceptual design is conducted for the 7th Street
Alignment but the environmental process results in selection of the 9th
Street Alignment Alternative, this work would have to be redone. This
issue could be addressed through phasing, by focusing advanced
conceptual design on those project elements that are likely to remain
fixed throughout the environmental process.
• Funding would have to be identified and committed to begin advanced
conceptual design.

Share costs for replacing utilities past their useful life with public utility agencies:

Some utilities within the project alignment are already past their useful life and their
replacement could be considered a betterment project. Agreements could potentially
be made between the L.ADOT, Bureau of Engineering (BOE), L.ADWP, and the Bureau
of Sanitation (BOS) in order to share some of these replacement/relocation costs. If
successful agreements are reached, the utility relocations costs for the streetcar
project may be reduced.
o Issues and Considerations
• Agreements with public utility providers would need to be reached to
pursue this strategy.
• The utility costs estimate assumes that contractors will perform the
majority of the utility relocation work, as advised by lADWP.
Contractors would not perform certain electric utility work (hot power)
and would be paid a prevailing wage that achieves union wage parity. If
the public agencies were to require that city employee forces perform
the complete utility relocation scope, the utility costs would be higher
than currently assumed. The power systems scope would increase
less because the base cost estimate already assumes that L.ADWP
forces would perform much of that work. However, the utility relocation
costs associated with water, sewer, and storm portions of work would
almost double. On average, having L.ADWP forces conduct all utility
relocation work would result in an increase of the utility costs by 43%
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(an approximate $27M increase in 2018 YOE for the 7th Street
Alignment).
Project Schedule- Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD): Costs could be reduced by starting

ACD immediately rather than the twelve month delay that is currently assumed in the project
schedule and this estimate.
• Rail Engineering: Commencing rail engineering will allow for the identification of
opportunities to avoid utility conflicts. This provides the highest possibility of cost
reduction.
o Issues and Considerations
• Conducting rail engineering before the alignment is finalized in the
environmental document could result in re-work and additional costs if
the alignment changes. For example if advanced conceptual design is
conducted for the 7th Street Alignment but the environmental process
results in selection of the gth Street Alignment Alternative, this work
would have to be redone. This issue could be addressed by focusing
advanced conceptual design on those project elements that are likely
to remain fixed throughout the environmental process.
• Escalation: This estimate includes escalation at approximately 4% per year from the
report date to the anticipated mid-point of construction date of 2018, which equates
to about $8-10 Million per year. The current schedule includes a one year delay
between now and mid-2015 for preliminary design work. The reason that the project
schedule includes this one year delay is strictly a function of the City's procurement
process and timeline. However, the preliminary design work was to commence in
early 2015, the project schedule would be reduced by approximately one year,
resulting in the elimination of one year of cost escalation (4% of the project total) or
$8-10 Million. Therefore, if conceptual design were advanced, there could be a
savings of $8-10 Million. If additional funding is not allocated, the project timeline
could be delayed which would result in increased associated escalation costs.
Additionally, advancing preliminary design presents risk for rework and associated
costs if designs need to be re-done or adjusted due to the results of the
environmental review process.
o Issues and Considerations
• A funding source would need to be identified and committed to
advance conceptual design.
Wireless or Hybrid Vehicle Power Supply: Wireless or hybrid streetcar technology presents a

potential opportunity for cost savings compared to traditional overhead catenary system
(OCS). Cost savings may be realized through reduced overhead catenary system costs and
reduced impacts to underground infrastructure. It is expected that vehicle and charging
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facilities for hybrid technology will be more expensive than conventional technology. For the
purposes of this estimate, conventional technology has been assumed.
• Issues and Considerations
o Wireless vehicles would avoid impacts on traffic poles and underground vaults
and associated costs.
o Battery-powered vehicles are heavier, which may make grades more difficult.
o Battery-powered vehicles may have reduced passenger capacity due to space
needed for batteries.
o Wireless technologies are relatively new and untested in the United States.
o Wireless vehicles would avoid associated OCS infrastructure costs.
o Wireless technology could increase vehicle costs.
Project Delivery Method: The delivery method for the streetcar project will impact the total
costs. For purposes of generating this Independent Cost Estimate, it is assumed that the
chosen delivery method will be a Construction Manager at Risk (Construction
Manager/General Contractor) method, utilizing a construction firm independent of the
designer that will construct the system per an established engineering and specification set
of contract documents. Variations in delivery methods offer different options, with
corresponding benefits and risks, in the contracting and execution of the project. Other
approaches to project delivery include Design-Build and Public Private Partnerships (P3). A
more in-depth assessment and comparison of project delivery options, including advantages
and disadvantages, can be found in Appendix 9. 7. An innovative project delivery method
presents opportunities to save time and cost.
• Issues and Considerations
o Innovative project delivery methods could accelerate the timeline by allowing
the construction phase to begin concurrent with final design, reducing the
project schedule, and resulting in escalation cost savings.
o Innovative project delivery methods could bring private investment to the
project.
o Innovative project delivery method negotiations can be complex, requiring
expertise to negotiate and coordination with the private sector in an unfamiliar
context. They may require deviation from traditional City contractual
agreements; can be complex and time consuming to ne'gotiate; and must be
structured to be compliant with FTA requirements if federal funds are involved.
1.6

Comparison to Other Streetcar Projects

The estimate for the 7th Street Alignment was compared to several other US streetcar
estimates and bids. In general, the cost per mile for the Los Angeles Streetcar for guideway
and· track elements; stations, stops and terminals; yards, shops, and administrative
buildings; and systems are all within the range of minimum and maximum and are slightly
higher than the average cost per mile for other streetcar systems. Costs related to utilities,
however, are significantly above the highest cost per mile of other US streetcar estimates.
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Streets in downtown Los Angeles present a unique condition as they contain older and more
complex utility systems, which results in the relatively higher cost, at this stage in the
process.
Utility relocations are the driving factor for the higher than average construction cost when
compared to other streetcar estimates. Downtown Los Angeles, particularly historic streets,
have much older and more complex utility systems than other cities in which streetcars have
been constructed, and therefore have higher associated utility costs. For example, the water
main on Broadway was constructed in 1893. Nevertheless, this estimate is based on
conservative allowances with input from all utility companies prior to any strategic
engineering or cost sharing agreements that will likely occur during the design process.
Construction Cost Total: The overall estimated costs in $/Track Mile for the LA System are

higher than all other cities compared in this study, largely due to the conservative utility
relocations estimate in the current estimate. This comparison confirms that the estimate is
conservative and within a reasonable range for budgeting purposes. Value engineering and
strategic design should be used throughout the design process to drive down sitework and
utility costs and control costs of other sections.
FIGURE 5: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR CONSTRUCTION COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT ($/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
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This chart compares construction costs only. (Excludes vehicles, land acquisition, professional
services, and unallocated contingency.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Introduction

This is a Class C Cost Estimate developed from the advanced conceptual design plans which
can be considered at a 5% design level. A traditional Class C estimate is based on a general
idea of the project's size and location using cost information from other similar projects.
However, the preparation of this estimate included a significantly greater amount of research
and development than in traditional Class C estimates. For example, the alignment is not
general, but has been refined to a specific route and position in the street. In addition, an
exhaustive and robust level of effort has been conducted to examine the potential utility
impacts and relocation costs, including engaging all public utility agencies and many private
utility firms affected. The cost estimate includes all major components of the project,
including civil construction, utility relocation, structures, stops, traction power,
communication systems, vehicles , right-of-way acquisition, professional services, and
contingencies. This document consists of the following sections:
1. Executive Summary: This section includes the cost estimate executive summary.
2. Project Background: This section includes the purpose and goal of this estimate and
a brief history of the LA Streetcar Project, including prior planning and estimating
efforts, as well as the current preferred and alternate route alignments .
3. Cost Estimate Methodology: This section includes the "Basis of the Estimate," which
describes the estimate content, inclusions, methods of measurement, sources of
pricing, mark-ups, and adjustment factors.
4. Cost Estimate Summaries: This section includes both high level and detailed
summary tables and graphs of cost estimates for the base and alternate alignments,
including the official Federal Transportation Administration FTA Summaries. (Detailed
estimates, unit price backup, and escalation calculations are provided in Appendices
9.1 through 9.5.)

5. Cost Reduction Strategies: This section discusses preliminary concepts to reduce
project cost.
6. Detailed Scope of Estimate, Assumptions, and Pricing Sources: This section defines
the content of each subsection of the estimate, assumptions used, methods of
measurement, and sources for the pricing.
7. Separate Related Streetscape and Transit Projects: This section discusses several ·
projects that share work area with the LA Streetcar.
8. Comparison with Other Streetcar Systems: This section compares this estimate to
streetcar estimates and bid prices of similar streetcar systems in other cities.
9. Appendices: This section includes the detailed cost estimates of the preferred and
alternate alignments as well as all relevant back-up calculations.
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Purpose and Goal

This estimate was prepared for the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation and
Bureau of Engineering for purpose of analyzing the project's feasibility and setting the project
budget. The purpose is to provide the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation and
Bureau of Engineering, elected officials, and other interested agencies and persons with an
understanding of the probable cost for all major components of the project, prepared by
independent experts. The estimate is a preliminary estimate based on conceptual
engineering at a 5% Design level, also known as a Class C Estimate. The detailed scope of
work, assumptions, and means and methods of construction have been based on similar
modern streetcar systems in other US cities.
The goal of this estimate to capture the Fair Market Value for a modern streetcar system
based on the given preferred alignment and all known restrictions and requirements. This
estimate is representative of the most realistic price under stable bidding conditions for a
project with the given assumptions and design criteria. Any variance to the assumptions
listed in this report could be the cause for a variance in the design and construction costs for
the project. This estimate is not intended to be a prediction of an under-designed streetcar
system or a low-bid estimate. Likewise, this estimate is not intended to be a prediction of an
over-designed system or open ended contract.
2.3

Project and Estimate History

Streetcars served Downtown Los Angeles as a popular means of transportation in the early
and mid-1900s. By 1963 streetcar service in Los Angeles was abandoned, in part due to the
rising convenience of personal automobiles and adoption of diesel buses. More recently,
Downtown Los Angeles' stakeholders have explored reviving streetcar service. This concept
has been considered intermittently for a decade by the Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA), Metro, former Central City Association Red Car Advisory Committee, and elected
officials.
In 2006 the CRA/LA commissioned a Red Car study for Downtown Los Angeles that
determined that streetcar service would be feasible. In 2010 Los Angeles Streetcar Inc.
(LASI) was formed to advocate for the project. City of Los Angeles elected officials as well as
the Department of Transportation, Bureau of Engineering have worked in collaboration with
advocacy groups like LASJ to obtain funding, conduct environmental review, and complete
alternatives analysis for the streetcar. Additionally, in 2012 Downtown Los Angeles residents
voted to approve a Community Facilities District (special tax) that will provide $62.5M in local
funding for the project construction.
As the Downtown LA Streetcar has gained momentum and support, additional studies and
cost estimates have been conducted to further refine and define the project. Early cost
estimates for the project were based on cost-per-mile estimates of other streetcar projects
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(in Portland, OR), with no allowance for inflation. In 2013 HDR, Inc. conducted a cost
estimate for the Downtown LA Streetcar, including estimates for unexpected costs, inflation,
and utility relocation costs provided by the utility providers. The 2013 estimate consisted of
a low to high end cost range. This document was prepared independently from the prior
estimate, but has built upon the prior research and coordination performed with the various
City agencies and private utilities to provide a single target budget, in lieu of a range, based
on agreed upon assumptions and allowances that have been deemed to be conservative and
most realistic for the expected outcome of the project with the known information.
The Downtown LA Streetcar is planned as a modern, fixed-rail streetcar system that will offer
a convenient mode of transportation connecting many of Downtown's key destinations. It is
intended to promote revitalization and reactivation of historic resources (such as Broadway's
historic theaters), employment, housing, entertainment, tourism, and general economic
development. It will link and enhance activity centers within Downtown and reinforce the
area's diverse mix of commercial, residential, and historic districts.
2.4

Preferred and Alternative Alignments

Two alignments have been analyzed in this cost estimate. Both alignments share a similar
structure: heading northbound on Hill Street to Rrst Street, southbound on Broadway,
westbound on 111h Street, extending up First Street to Grand Avenue, and northbound on
Figueroa Street. Two alternatives exist to connect Broadway and Figueroa- the 71h Street
Alignment and the gth Street Alignment Alternative. The 7th Street Alignment is the LocallyPreferred Alternative as identified in the Small Starts Project Development submittal to the
FTA and the proposed project as being evaluated in the Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Assessment (EIR/EA). The 9th Street Alignment Alternative is a project
alternative evaluated in the EIR/EA. The 71h Street Alignment and gth Street Alignment
Alternative differ in route, costs, and ridership. The 7tto Street Alignment provides direct
connectivity to the Metro station and shopping at 71h Street and Figueroa. Selection
Additional alignment alternatives that exclude the F and Grand segment as a cost
management strategy are presented in this report. The figures below depict the 71h Street
Alignment, the gth Street Alignment Alternative and the 71h Street Alignment and gtto Street
Alignment Alternative without the 1 51 and Grand segment.
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Los Angeles Streetcar
7th Street Alignment
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AGURE 6: 7™ STREET ALIGNMENT
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Los Angeles Streetcar
9th Street Alignment
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RGURE 7: 9TH STREET ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVE
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Los Angeles Streetcar
7th Street Alignment
Excluding 1st and Grand Segment
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FIGURE 8: 7™ STREET ALIGNMENT EXCLUDING 1 5t AND GRAND SEGMENT
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Los Angeles Streetcar
9th Street Alignment
Excluding 1st and Grand Segment
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FIGURE 9: gTH STREET ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVE EXCLUDING 1 51 AND GRAND SEGMENT
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3.
COST ESTIMATE METHODOLOGY
This section of the report identifies the methodology used in preparation of the independent
cost estimate, including definitions to common terms, an explanation of the estimate format,
and the Basis of Estimate. The Basis of Estimate identifies all documents used for scope
measurement, the methods used for quantification, sources of pricing, explanation of
contractor and project mark-ups, escalation factors, and market factors.
3.1

Definitions
a. Class C Cost Estimate: an estimate prepared during the pre-design stage when the
project is between 5%-20% complete. A Class C estimate is based on a general idea
of the project's size and location using cost information from other similar projects.
b. Fair Market Value: The anticipated project value for delivery of a project with
complete and responsible bid with a fair overhead and profit, in competitive, yet
stable bidding conditions.
c. Construction Costs: Costs to construct the project including the labor, equipment,
and material costs; subcontractors' overhead and profit; and the general contractor's
overhead and profit.
d. Project Costs: Complete project cost, including the construction costs, vehicles,
right-of-way acquisitioning, design, and construction and project management fees.
e. Escalation: An adjustment factor that is meant to account for expected labor and
commodity increases oetween the time of the estimate and the mid-point of
construction.
f. Allocated Contingency: Also known as design contingency, this is an allowance
carried within the estimate detail that accounts for expected design development and
unknowns at the time of the estimate.
g. Unallocated Contingency: Also known as construction contingency, this is an
allowance carried at the executive summary level to account for unexpected changes
that may occur during construction, including unknown or undocumented site
conditions.

3.2

Estimate Format

The estimate has been prepared in the standard Federal Transit Authority (FTA) Format. This
format separates major scope elements into 10 sections:
• 10: Guideway Trackwork
• 20: Stations/Stops
• 30: Yard & Shops
• 40: Sitework/Uti)ities
• 50: Systems
• 60: Right of Way
• 70: Vehicles
• 80: Professional Services
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90: Unallocated Contingency
100: Finance Charges
Basis of Estimate

3.3.1 Information Provided to URS
•

•

Drawings:
o Existing Utility Composite Plans, prepared by BA, Inc., dated 2/18/14. These
drawings were used by URS to indicate the alignment location and quantify
the utility relocation scope.
o Water Utility Drawings, prepared by Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (LADPW) Water Department, received 5/22/14. These drawings
included additional water utilities not indicated in the BA Inc. drawings.
o Broadway Streetscape Masterplan Design and Other Documents, dated 20082013, prepared by Melendrez Architects and IBI Group. These drawings were
reviewed to research scope expected to be included in the Broadway
Streetscape Project.
o My Figueroa Masterplan Design and Other Documents, dated 2014, prepared
by KPFF Consulting Engineers and Melendrez Architects. These drawings were
reviewed to research scope expected to be included in the My Rgueroa
Streetscape Project.
Estimates
o Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) Water Utility Relocation
Estimate- Dated 6/13. This estimate was reviewed and referenced in
reconciliation meetings With LADWP to determine the proper assumptions and
means and methods for the scope of work.
o LADWP Power Utility Relocation Estimate - Dated 6/13. This estimate was
reviewed and referenced in reconciliation meetings with LADWP to determine
the proper assumptions and means and methods for the scope of work.
o LA Bureau of Sanitation (BOS): Sewer and Storm Drain Cost Estimates- Dated
June, 2013. This estimate was reviewed and referenced in reconciliation
meetings with the 80S and Bureau of Engineering (BOE) to determine the
proper assumptions and means and methods for the scope of work.
o Broadway Streetscape Rough-Order-of-Magnitude Estimate, prepared by
Cumming Corporation, dated 2/8/10. This estimate was reviewed to research
scope expected to be included in the Broadway Streetscape Project.
o My Figueroa Streetscape Estimate, prepared by LADOT, dated 2/13/14. This
estimate was reviewed to research scope expected to be included in the My
Figueroa Streetscape Project.
o HDR, Inc. Preliminary Estimate dated 9/18/13, received 2/20/14-. Two onepage summary sheets were shared with URS. No back-up detail, assumptions,
or means and methods were provided. Following completion of URS's bottom-
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up estimate, HDR's estimate was compared to the URS estimate to analyze
and report cost variances.
3.3.2 Alignment Concept Development Performed by URS
•

•

Preliminary alignment drawings: Alignment adjustments -The URS team walked the

project alignment and made adjustments as necessary to provide proper radii on
curves and make the streetcar alignment fit within the proposed lanes of traffic. The
alignment needed to be adjusted in many areas in order to make the alignment fit
within the future traffic lanes and avoid potential conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Utility overlay: The URS team utilized the existing utility data provided by past
consultants and built upon this information in order to provide comprehensive existing
utility plans. The existing plans provided to URS by other consultants were in both
Microstation and AutoCAD format. In order to comply with the City of Los Angeles
Bureau of Engineering Standards and provide a comprehensive set of base sheets
URS converted all files to AutoCAD format. URS then cleaned up the plans to comply
as much as possible with the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering CAD
standards. The new alignment was than overlaid on the existing utility base map to
determine where potential utility conflicts may occur with the streetcar alignment.

3.3.3 Quantity Take-off Procedures and Software
All scope has been quantified and presented in the FTA format at an approximate 5% design
level of detail. In some cases, quantities have been developed to a further level of detail
based on design assumptions, such as guideway, facilities, and utilities. A complete detailed
quantity take-off has been performed for the utility relocations based on the existing utility
information provided from BA, Inc. and other documentation and information provided by
LADWP and LA Bureau of Engineering. Allowances have been carried for undeveloped scope
based on best practices and experienced judgment. The track alignment length has been
quantified based on the preliminary alignment drawings and separated into 11 segments or
"links." The scope of work has been quantified and segregated into these 11 segments so
that costs may be broken down into various groupings or alternatives. Detailed quantities or
"take-off" have been measured with the use of on-screen image reading software titled
"Pianswift." For a detailed description of measurement guidelines, refer to Section 6.
3.3.4 Sources for Pricing
Unit costs have been developed from historical cost data, both internal and gathered from
due diligent research. Statistical analysis was performed on several recent streetcar
estimates and bid results, including Portland, Seattle, Dallas, Charlotte, Tucson, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, and Detroit. Many unit prices are based on the average or more conservative
higher-end of the statistical averages from these referenced projects. All costs have been
appropriately adjusted with location and escalation factors in order to be comparable to Los
September 2014
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Angeles in the current year. Cost estimates for these systems were obtained by acquiring bid
results from the lead agencies as well as in-house estimates performed by URS.
Statistical analysis was performed on normalized $/Track Mile and $/Track Foot costs from
these historical estimates and cost data. Costs were adjusted to the Los Angeles region by
applying a city index adjustment as published in the industry standard RS Means Cost Data.
Costs were adjusted to the current date by applying appropriate escalation factors which are
discussed in the escalation section of this report. In addition to historical data, detailed unit
costs were derived from industry accepted data base sources and trade publications, such
as RS Means.
Pricing is also based on communication with experts in the public transit industry and
streetcar projects, material suppliers, and trade subcontractors. These sources were used as
a basis along with the estimator's professional judgment to adjust for this specific project
type, location, size, and complexity. Unit costs, section costs, and bottom line costs were
analyzed by an in-house peer reviewer for an added level of quality control. Additionally,
during the preparation of this estimate, CBRE, a real estate firm, prepared a Valuation Report
identifying the potential cost of acquiring a maintenance site. The Valuation Report is
provided in Appendix 9.6.
3.3.5 Contract Procurement & CMGC Fee
The General Contractor's fee includes the "profit" for performing the work at-risk and the
"home office overhead" supporting the on-site activities. The FTA standard format does no~
include a specific location for the contractor's fee. Therefore, the contractor's fee has been
included throughout the estimate at the unit cost level. The estimate includes a 5% mark-up
over the direct construction cost for the general contractor's fee. A typical project of this size
and scope may include a profit mark-up between 3-5% or as negotiated with the owner. This
estimate assumes the conservative higher end of the range.
3.3.6 General Conditions & General Requirements
General conditions (GCs), also known as "Overhead," are indirect costs that are an inherent
part of the "contract." These include the contractor's costs to perform the work, including
staffing, mobilization, insurances, bonds, site offices, supplies, small tools, trucks,
disposables, etc. The FTA standard format does not include a specific location for the
contractor's General Conditions. Therefore, the contractor's General Conditions have been
included throughout the estimate at the unit cost level. The estimate includes a total GC
mark-up of 15%, consisting of 13.5% mark-up for indirect costs and a 1.5% Mark-up for Bond,
applied to the direct construction cost. A typical project of this size and scope may include a
General Conditions Mark-up between 10-20%, depending on the project conditions. This
estimate assumes the mid-range allowance.
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General requirements are indirect costs that are an inherent part of the "specifications" and
are specific to the type of contract and work performed. These include project requirements
such as traffic control, temporary utilities, erosion control, and quality and safety
requirements. These costs are carried in the FTA section 40.08 "Temporary Facilities and
other indirect costs during construction. n

3.3.7 Subcontractor I Trade Work Mark-up
The Subcontractor Overhead and Profit (OH&P) are included within the individual unit costs
throughout the estimate. The average subcontractor OH&P for this type of project is typically
between 15-20% over the bare trade cost. This mark-up is meant to account for the
subcontractor's general conditions, management, small tools. home office overhead, and
profit.
3.3.8 Labor, Material, & Equipment
•
•
•
•
•

Material prices are based on trade publications, market analysis, and in-house
research including discussions with manufacturers, vendors, and subcontractors.
Sales taxes is included at 9% on material.
Construction Equipment costs includes rental and operating fees.
All trade labor is assumed to be Prevailing Wage Rates.
Some specific electrical utility scope must be performed by LADWP personnel. The
wages carried for this work includes additional mark-ups and productivity factors as
specified by LADWP personnel.

3.3.9 Buy America
•
•
•

3.4

Material prices take into account the FTA requirement for Buy America.
The Buy America requirements apply to any transportation project applying for federal
funding.
One particularly requirement for rolling stock (rail), used in the estimate, which is a
heavier rail manufactured in USA than its counterpart manufactured elsewhere, which
will require a 19" thick slab in lieu of a 12" slab.
Construction Schedule and Phasing

•

•

•

This estimate assumes a 24 month construction duration. The construction phase is
scheduled to occur between the second quarter of 2017 and the first quarter of
2019.
A comprehensive project schedule has been developed including the pre-design,
design, construction, and testing durations and subtasks. For the detailed project
schedule, please refer to Appendix 9.9.
The project is anticipated to start service in 2019. This service date has assumed a
Construction Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) project delivery method. Further,
this start date assumes that the project will qualify for Federal Small Starts Funding,
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which has a project cap of $250M. In order to meet this requirement, project costs
must be reduced to below $250M, or the scope of the project must be adjusted to
reduce costs. Moreover, the schedule assumes that a mechanism for eliminating the
capital budget shortfall will be identified in the next twelve months. One potential
scenario is likely to include investigation of a public-private partnership (P3), which
could either shorten or lengthen the project schedule, depending on when a P3 team
is brought on board. If conceptual design can be advanced, as recommended in
Section 5, and the P3 or CM/GC schedule is linked to this design work, there is the
potential to shorten the project schedule. The current schedule is subject to change
as alternative project delivery strategies are explored and refined.
The startup date is based on the following assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•

Funding will be identified/allocated for the project engineering and construction.
The environmental process will be complete by early 2016.
Bid and selection of a project delivery team will each take no more than one year.
Vehicle selection and delivery will be scheduled to coincide with construction activity.
Design activities will begin in early 2016.

Project delivery is anticipated to occur in three main phases: pre-construction, construction,
and start-up. The pre-construction phase, which includes the environmental review process,
advanced conceptual design, and program management, is essentially now underway and
should conclude by mid 2017. This phase must also include the selection of a project
delivery team which will consist of, at minimum, a final design/engineering team, and a
general contractor. Construction is anticipated to begin in mid 2017 and conclude in mid
2019, and includes vehicle delivery, utility relocation, and track and station construction.
Finally, startup activities are anticipated to conclude in late 2019, and include station
finishes and landscaping, and vehicle testing and training. A simplified project schedule is
presented below. A comprehensive project schedule has been developed (Appendix 9.9)
including the pre-design, design, construction, and testing durations and subtasks.
3.5

Cost Escalation Methodology and Calculations

The unit prices in the ~stimate detail are priced in current value at the date of the estimate.
An adjustment for cost escalation has been performed at the summary level to account for
the anticipated cost increases between the report date and the date of expenditure. The
main elements of the estimate have been escalated to the following milestone dates:
•
•

Construction costs - Escalated to Construction Mid-point- July, 2018 - 4% per year17.27%
Vehicle Costs- Escalated to Vehicle Procurement Date-December, 2016- 4% per year10.55%
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ROW Acquisition costs- Escalated to ROW Purchase Date-August, 2016- 4% per year10.55%
Professional Services- Escalated to Construction Start date- July, 2017- 2% per year7.85%

Escalation adjustment is meant to account for normal market growth in the project city. The
escalation factor is calculated based on long term commodity and labor escalation rate data
and is not meant to forecast or anticipate rapid shifts in the market, such as recessions,
depressions, or spikes. Projects that are put on hold for more than a few months should be
re-assessed to determine if current escalation factors are still accurate with those used at
the time of the estimate.
The long range annual escalation factor has been calculated by aggregating escalation
procured from several government and consulting sources, including California Department of
Transp'ortation, American General Contractors, Turner Construction, Cumming Corporation,
Davis Langdon, Engineering News Record, and the Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering. The
average escalation factor calculated when aggregating the data is 3.99%. This estimate
rounds the escalation rate up to 4% per year for long range estimating purposes. The table
below depicts the reference long-term escalation rates, sources, and the average escalation
rate of all the reference sources.

The following graph shows the average annual escalation data during the past 12 years and
the projected escalation rates through 2018.
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FIGURE 10: BID PRICE ESCALATION RATES- CALCULATED HISTORIC AND FORECASTED
Bid Price Escalation Rates • Caclulated Historic & Forecasted
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Sources: Escalation rates have been calculated by aggregating long range historic trends and
forecasts from the following sources: Caltrans Average Highway Contract Prices 2000-2012,
ENR- LA BCI & CCI 2000-2012, AGC Construction & Materials Outlook, May 1, 2013.
This graph represents the market volatility between 2001 and 2010 as well as the
anticipated long term trend for the future. The graph highlights the rapid inflation between
2003 and 2007 as well as the recession between 2007 and 2010. The overall state of the
construction market in in the US and California Is on the upturn after several years during the
recession and post-recession lag. The upturn of the construction industry lagged behind the
upturn of stock market in 2009 and the upturn of the general US economy in 2010 as public
agencies, owners and developers hesitated on new construction until the market regained
stability. In 2012, the construction market returned to growth, increasing steadily after falling
24% from 2008-2011. Design billings, an indicator of future construction activity, have also
been increasing, rising steadily in since 2012 after three flat years.
3.6

General Bidding Trends I Market Factor

This estimate has not made an adjustment factor an unstable market or bidding climate. It is
the intention of this estimate to capture the "FAIR MARKET VALUE" under "NORMAL" bidding
conditions for the average "complete and responsible" bid. The estimate reflects probable
construction costs obtainable in a competitive and stable bidding market. This estimate is
based upon a minimum of three (3) subcontractor bids per trade. This estimate is a
determination of fair market value for the construction of the project and is not intended to
be a prediction of low bid. Experience indicates that a fewer number of bidders may result in
a higher bid amount, and more bidders may result in a lower bid result. Likewise, it is no the
intension for this estimate to be the prediction of an open-ended uncompetitive bid.
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SECTION 4: ESTIMATE SUMMARIES
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ESTIMATE SUMMARIES

TABLE 8: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF PROJECT COSTS

SUMMARY 1: EXECUTIVE PROJECT SUMMARY
1

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

,----- •r- - , - •

~

~----

~-

-T

L~-- ~~ .. .___9_!h__St.!:eet-_A_!!~rnat~~~i~ll,~~·!!__

2

-

__

Current Year Value

I

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

$222,128,8811

Escalated

$255,858,080

Notes
1. ITEM #1 represents the total project cost of the streetcar and associated utility relocations for the preferred alignment on 7th Street,
Including the full acquisition cost for the operations & maintenance facility. This alignment corresponds to the preferred alignment in the
Environmental Impact Report.
2. ITEM #2 represents the total project cost of the streetcar and associated utility relocations for the preferred alignment on 9th Street,
Including the full acquisition cost for the operations & maintenance facility. This alignment corresponds to the alternative alignment In the
Environmental Impact Report.
3. The Current Year refers to 2014. This is the approximate current market value If the project were in construction this year.
4. The escalated value includes anticipated commodicy and labor escalation from the date of the report to the estimated date of expenditure,
which is assumed to a mid-point of 2018 •
5. All costs include 15-30% design contingency and 10% construction contingency. The avemge total contingency is 30%.
6. All costs include construction costs, professional services, vehicles, and land acquisition.
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TABLE 9: DETAILED SUMMARY OF PROJECT COSTS- 7 1H STREET ALIGNMENT
SUMMARY 2: DETAILED PROJECT SUMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT
7TH ST ALIGNMENT

FIGURE 11: '7'h STREET YEAR OF EXPENDITURE COST BREAKDOWN
$24,940,589

mStreetcar Construction Costs
i:

Utilities Construction Costs

• land Acquisition Costs
• vehicles
r~

Professional Services

• Unallocated Contingency
$45,818,7 38
17%

13%

L-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TABLE 10: DETAILED SUMMARY OF PROJECT COST5- gTH STREET ALIGNMENT
ALTERNATIVE
SUMMARY 3: DETAILED P!fOJECT SUMARY· ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENT
9TH ST ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVE

AGURE 12:

gth

STREET YEAR OF EXPENDITURE COST BREAKDOWN
$23,259,825

9%

• Streetcar Construction costs
• Utilities Construction Costs
• Land Acquisition Costs
•vehicles
• Professional Services
• unallocated contingency
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TABLE 11: FTA WORKSHEET
PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7th Street

FTA WORKSHEET
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TABLE 12: PUBLIC UTILITIES SUMMARY-71H STREET ALIGNMENT

PUBLIC UTILITIES SUMMARY - PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

40.02.01
40.02.02

POWER- Including design contingency
WATER- Including design contingency
SANITARY SEWER-Including design contingency
STORM DRAIN- Including design contingency

40.02.03
40.02.04
40.02.05

TRAFFIC CONTROL- Including design contingency

80

$19,650,916
$8,627,570
$3,744,676
$3,063,479
$1.928.952

$23,082,639
$10,134,239
$4,398,624
$3,598,468
$2,265,814

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

{10%)

D

$16,602,442

TOTAL PUBLIC UTILITIES COST
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TABLE 13: PRIVATE UTILITIES SUMMARY~ 7 1H STREET ALIGNMENT

PRIVATE UTILITIES SUMMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

3
4

AT&TTelecom
FIBER OPTIC
CABLETC
GAS

$5,554,468
$1,547,789
$44,249
$1,723,780

90

UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY (10%)

$1,253,680

1
2

D

TOTAL PRIVATE UTILITIES COST- 100%

E

PRIVATE UTILITIES COST AT 25% OF TOTAL
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SECTION 5: COST MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
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5. COST MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

5.1

Summary

This section discusses strategies that may be used to manage the overall project cost. This
Class C Cost Estimate has been prepared during the pre-design stage, when the project is
roughly at 5% complete. Therefore, a conservative approach has been used to account for
uncertainty, unknown factors, and risks. Additionally, opportunities exist to refine the
engineering of the alignment, pursue different land acquisition methods, coordinate cost
saving with related projects, and use innovative technologies. These cost management
strategies are further detailed below.
5.2

Cost Management Strategies

5.2.1

Land Acquisition for Maintenance Facility/Depot

Land acquisition for a maintenance facility represents a cost driver for the Los Angeles
Streetcar. A full site acquisition purchased at market rate may total in excess of $30 Million
(YOE for land acquisition costs is early 2017). Alternative methods of site acquisition could
be used, such as joint development, in which the maintenance facility/depot could be
incorporated into the design of a mixed -use project developed by others. A joint
development approach could also provide a revenue source if development rights were sold
or leased. This estimate assumes full site acquisition consistent with FTA guidance.
It is worth noting that full site acquisition does not preclude future joint development
opportunities. It is possible that LADOT/BOE could purchase the land and subsequently sell
or lease air rights for a joint development project.
•

Issues and Considerations
o It is unlikely that the City would purchase land and use it solely for the
maintenance facility/depot. The City would likely use the land for other public
benefit opportunities.
o A joint-developed site may present compatibility issues between the streetcar
activities and other uses developed on the site.
o Joint development would require an agreement to be established and
approved with a private entity. This would necessitate close coordination and
synching up project timelines and schedules.
o Joint development may require additional environmental review and costs,
both for environmental review and due to schedule slippage.

5.2.2 Remove 1st and Grand Segment
The Locally Preferred Alternative as listed in the EIR includes a segment of the alignment that
travels up 1st Street to Grand. The 1st and Grand component is a cost addition of
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approximately $15M Year of Expenditure (YOE). Delaying implementation of this segment to
a future phase would reduce costs, as shown in the tables below.

3

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

4

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

•

$209,389

Issues and Considerations
o The City of Los Angeles would have to adopt a refined Locally Preferred
Alignment.
o Excluding this project segment will impact projected ridership and may create
potential operational issues.
o If estimated ridership changes, traffic analysis may have to be redone,
resulting in additional cost and time to complete the EIR/EA.

5.2.3 Utility Relocations
The largest single scope cost in the estimate is for the utility relocations, which may be up to
$45M construction cost and $67M total project cost, which includes professional services
and contingencies (YOE) for the 7th Street Alignment. There are many strategies which could
reduce this cost.

•

Rail Engineering: Advancing the preliminary rail engineering may generate significant
savings in the utility relocations costs. Strategic rail engineering has been conducted
in other cities to dramatically reduce the utility relocations costs in other streetcar
systems. For example, the current estimate includes an allowance for relocation
(replacement) of all manholes within a minimum distance beyond the track slab due
to maintenance accessibility. However, this is not necessarily the industry standard.
In other US cities, such as Portland and Seattle, strategic rail engineering occurred to
reduce the utility impacts. In many instances, the track slab was constructed with
non-pressurized manholes in-place, integrated within the track slab (pressurized
manholes were moved). Access issues are addressed by maintenance activity
occurring during off-revenue hours or temporarily shut downs in case of emergencies.
This approach could be developed during the design phase to significantly reduce
costs associated with manhole relocations.
o Issues and Considerations
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Maintenance to manholes during hours when the streetcar is
operational would require it to be shut down, which would impact
ridership.
Conducting rail engineering before the alignment is finalized in the
environmental document could result in re-work and costs if the
environmental process results in a changed preferred alignment. For
example if advanced conceptual design is conducted for the 71h Street
Alignment but the environmental process results in selection of the 9th
Street Alignment Alternative, this work would have to be redone. This
issue could be addressed through phasing, by focusing advanced
conceptual design on those project elements that are likely to remain
fixed throughout the environmental process.

Share costs for replacing utilities past their useful life with public utility agencies:

Some utilities within the project alignment are already past their useful life and their
replacement could be considered a betterment project. For example, the water main
under Broadway was built in 1893. Agreements could potentially be made between
the LADOT, BOE, BOS, and the LADWP in order to share some of these
replacementjrelocation costs. If successful agreements are reached, the utility
relocations costs for the streetcar project may be reduced.
o Issues and Considerations
• Agreements with public utility providers would need to be reached to
pursue this strategy.
• The utility costs estimate assumes that contractors will perform the
majority of the utility relocation work, as advised by LADWP.
Contractors would not perform certain electric utility work (hot power)
and would be paid a prevailing wage that achieves union wage parity. If
the public agencies were to require that city employee forces must
perform the complete utility relocation scope, the utility costs would be
higher than currently assumed. The power systems scope would
increase less because the base cost estimate already assumes that
LADWP forces would perform much of that work. However, the utility
relocation costs associated with water, sewer, and storm portions of
work would almost double. On average, having LADWP forces conduct
all utility relocation work would result in an increase of the utility costs
by 43% (an approximate $27M increase in 2018 YOE for the ?lh Street
Alignment).
• Regardless of whether public utilities pay for a portion of the utility
costs, the FTA may view these costs as part of the project based on
existing definitions or the replacement schedule of utilities.
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5.2.4 Project Schedule- Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD)
Costs could be reduced by starting ACD immediately rather than the twelve month delay that
is currently assumed in the project schedule.
• Rail Engineering: Commencing rail engineering will allow for the identification of
opportunities to avoid utility conflicts. This provides the highest possibility of cost
reduction.
o Issues and Considerations
• Conducting rail engineering before the alignment is finalized in the
environmental document could result in re-work and additional costs.
For example if advanced conceptual design is conducted for the 7tn
Street Alignment but the environmental process results in selection of
the gtn Street Alignment Alternative, this work would have to be
redone. This issue could be addressed by focusing advanced
conceptual design on those project elements that are likely to remain
fixed throughout the environmental process.
• Escalation: This estimate includes escalation at approximately 4% per year from the
report date to the anticipated mid-point of construction date of 2018, which equates
to about $8-10 Million per year. The current schedule includes a one year delay
between now and mid-2015 for preliminary design work. The reason that the project
schedule includes this one year delay is due to the funding schedule . However, if
funds could be shifted to allow the preliminary design work to commence now, in mid2014, the project schedule would be reduced by approximately one year, resulting in
the elimination of one year of cost escalation (4% of the project total) or $8-10
Million. Therefore, if conceptual design were advanced, there could be a savings of
$8-10 Million. If additional funding is not allocated, the project timeline could be
delayed which would result in increased associated escalation costs. Additionally,
advancing preliminary design presents risk for rework and associated costs if designs
need to be re-done or adjusted due to the results of the environmental review
process.
o Issues and Considerations
• A funding source would need to be identified and committed to
advance conceptual design.
5.2.5 Wireless or Hybrid Vehicle Power Supply
Wireless or hybrid streetcar technology presents a potential opportunity for cost savings
compared to traditional overhead catenary system (OCS). Cost savings may be real.ized
through reduced overhead catenary system costs and reduced impacts to underground
infrastructure. It is expected that vehicle and charging facilities for hybrid technology will be
more expensive than conventional technology. For the purposes of this estimate,
conventional technology has been assumed.
• Issues and Considerations
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Wireless vehicles would avoid impacts on traffic poles and underground vaults
and associated costs.
Battery-powered vehicles are heavier, which may make grades more difficult.
Battery-powered vehicles may carry less passengers due to space needed for
batteries.
Wireless technologies are relatively new and untested in the United States.
Wireless vehicles would avoid associated OCS infrastructure costs.
Wireless technology is relatively new and still being developed.
Wireless technology could increase vehicle costs.

5.2.6 Project Delivery Method
The delivery method for the streetcar project will impact the total costs. For purposes of
generating this Independent Cost Estimate, it is assumed that the chosen delivery method
will be a Construction Manager at Risk (Construction Manager/General Contractor) method,
utilizing a construction firm independent of the designer that will construct the system per an
established engineering and specification set of contract documents. Variations in delivery
methods offer different options, with corresponding benefits and risks, in the contracting and
execution of the project. Other approaches to project delivery include Design-Build and Public
Private Partnerships (P3). A more in-depth assessment and comparison of project delivery
options, including advantages and disadvantages, can be found in Appendix 9. 7. An
innovative project delivery method presents opportunities to save time and cost.
• Issues and Considerations
o Innovative project delivery methods could accelerate the timeline by allowing
the construction phase to begin concurrent with final design, reducing the
project schedule, and resulting in escalation cost savings.
o Innovative project delivery methods could bring private investment to the
project.
o Innovative project delivery method negotiations can be complex, requiring
expertise to negotiate and coordination with the private sector in an unfamiliar
context. They may require deviation from traditional City contractual
agreements; can be complex and time consuming to negotiate; and must be
structured to be compliant with FTA requirements if federal funds are involved.
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6. DETAILED SCOPE OF ESTIMATE, ASSUMPTIONS, & PRICING SOURCES

This estimate is a "Class C Cost Estimate," based on a project that is at the 0-5% design
stage. Federal Transit Authority (FTA) Standard Cost Categories (SCC) have been used to
summarize the unit prices into a comprehensive total estimate for each segment or
alternative. The following are the FTA Standard Cost Categories.
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC
SCC

10: Guideway and Track Elements
20: Stations, Stops, Terminals, lntermodal
30: Support Facilities: Yards, Shops, Admin Buildings
40: Sitework & Special Conditions
50: Systems
60: ROW, Land, Existing Improvements
70: Vehicles
80: Professional Services
90: Unallocated Contingency
100: Finance Charges

The sum of these ten cost categories comprises the total Project Cost Estimate. The cost
categories are described in greater detail below.
6.1

Guideway and Track Elements (SCC 10)

6.1.1 Guideway: At-grade in mixed traffic (SC10.03)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for construction of fixed guideways including demolition
of existing paving, excavation, sub-grade preparation, aggregate base, and construction of
track slab. ·
Assumptions:
• Street demolition of approximately 12' wide is necessary for the guideway track
slab.
• The existing pavement is approximately 50% concrete paving and 50% asphalt
concrete paving.
• The entire guideway length will be at-grade in mixed traffic.
• Earthwork: Excavation of 10' wide x 2'-6"deep along entire route. Excavated
spoils must be removed from site. The sub-surface is fine graded.
• Track Slab: 8' wide x 19" thick concrete, epoxy coated bar reinforcement, 10"
sub-base, and PVC geomembrane. This track slab is compliant with FTA's Buy
America requirements.
Pricing and Measurement:
Quantities for the main components are developed by applying the guideway assumptions
along the entire alignment length, separated into 11 segments. The components are priced
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based from in-house and referenced unit pricing and validated by comparing assembly unit
costs to other transit and streetcar projects.
6.1.2 Embedded Trackwork (SCC 10.10-10.13)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for procurement and installation of streetcar tracks
including embedded rail, fasteners, special trackwork, crossovers, turnouts, track crossings,
welding, and miscellaneous track items.
Assumptions:
• All track will be embedded trackwork in the track slab.
• Track: Two- 1151b rails, rail boot, and formed concrete flangeway. This rail is
compliant with FTA's Buy America requirements.
Pricing and Measurement:
Measurement is based on a track-foot basis for the type of trackwork proposed. Pricing is
parametric: a statistical average, based on cost information from other projects, adjusted to
the location and escalated to current day. Track vibration mitigation is carried as an
allowance based on similar projects.
6.2

Stations, Stops, Tenninals, lntermodal (SCC 20)

6.2.1 At-grade station, stop, shelter, mall, terminal, platform (SCC 20.01)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for fixed facilities and amenities for transit stops.
The capital costs for stops will include streetcar stops, shelters, lighting, signage,
landscaping, furnishings, and sidewalks for pedestrian access.
Assumptions:
• All stations will be side platforms, except for the terminus at 1 51 and Grand.
• Two sizes of stops- 70' platforms and 120' platforms
• Two stations will have premium features- located at LA Live and 1 51 and Grand.
• Stops consist of a widened concrete bulb-out, a decorative streetcar shelter,
decorative pavement surface, and signage.
• The station costs include finishes and structures for the platform areas, but
exclude additional sidewalk and pedestrian improvements that extend beyond the
platform.
• It is assumed that the My Figueroa project will be constructed before the streetcar
and leave open spaces for future station stops in their appropriate locations. No
additional demolition or streetscape workwill be required.
• It is assumed that the Broadway Streetscape project will be designed with the
station stops and will the construction of the streetscape improvements will
happen concurrent with the streetcar, but funded under a separate project
budget.
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•

It is assumed that central control room for monitoring the vehicles will be within
the department's main headquarters.
• Artwork costs for stations are included within Sitework section sec 40.
Pricing and Measurement:
Measurement was performed by counting the number of each type of stop, itemized by main
building components. The components are priced based from unit pricing from in-house and
referenced sources and validated by comparing the assembly unit cost to other transit and
streetcar projects.
6.3

Support Facilities (SCC 30)

6.3.1 Support Facilities
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for facilities and equipment needed to support operation
of the transit system. This category includes an administrative building, maintenance shop 1
overnight storage area, equipment, maintenance facility/depot tracks, maintenance
facility/depot traction power, maintenance facility/depot signals, and civil construction as
needed. This section does not included land acquisition costs. For cost associated with
purchasing the land, see section 5.6 (SCC 60).
Assumptions:
• Land acquisition year of expenditure (YOE) is assumed to be early 2017,
• The facility will serve as the main site for storage, cleaning, inspection, and light
repairs for the streetcar vehicles. It will be an enclosed facility.
• It is assumed that heavy maintenance will be performed off-site by a contractor.
• The maintenance facility/depot is a single site location, approximately 1 to 1-1/2
acres in size, and is inclusive of all trackwork components, guideway, power
facilities, and equipment needed for the maintenance facility/depot.
• The maintenance facility/depot will hold up to 8 Cars, including 3 tracks, 1 pit,
work platforms, overhead cranes, and portable jacks.
• The cost estimate includes the construction of a two-story stand-alone storage
and maintenance building approximately 10,000 square feet in area.
Pricing and Measurement:
The facility costs are itemized by main building and site component. The components are
priced based from in-house and referenced unit pricing and validated by comparing the
assembly unit cost to other transit and streetcar projects.
6.4

Sitework and Special Conditions (SCC 40)

6.4.1 Demolition, Clearing, & Earthwork (SCC 40.01)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for demolition costs for streetscape over and above
that required specifically for the guideway construction. This includes demolition at
intersections and other existing conditions. Demolition and earthwork costs for the guideway
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are carried in sec 10. Demolition and earthwork costs associated with stations and support
facilities are carried in sec 20 and 30, respectively. Demolition costs associated with utility
work are carried in sec 40.02.
Assumptions: ..
• It is assumed that Historic streetcar tracks from the abandoned streetcar
systems will be found when excavating along much of the alignment. The historic
Pacific Electrical Streetcar system included routes along all streets in the
proposed alignment. However, it is assumed that newer streets along Figueroa
and 111h have previously excavated these historic tracks.
• It is assumed that the demolition for sidewalks and pedestrian streetscape
improvements over and above that which is required for the station stops are
carried under the streetscape project contracts, including the Broadway
Streetscape project and My Figueroa.
Pricing and Measurement:
The demolition costs are itemized by a square foot or track foot bases. Pricing is parametric:
a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and streetcar
projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
6.4.2 Site Utilities, Utility Relocation (SCC 40.02)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for the relocating and adjusting utilities for purposes
of guideway construction. The costs include relocating shallow main lines; protecting and
lowering utility crossings; andjor relocating or adjusting manholes, vaults, and access
facilities. Relocating means replacing the existing lines and abandoning in-place the existing
pipes, vaults, manholes, etc.
General Assumptions:
• It is assumed that the engineer's design approach will focus on minimizing utility
impacts where possible by the use of strategic design. This estimate is
considered a conservative allowance and does not account for several cost saving
techniques that will likely be applied during the design, which will minimize utility
impacts.
• The estimate assumes that contractors will perform the majority of the utility
relocation work. Contractors would not perform certain electric utility work (hot
power).
• Contractors are assumed to be paid a prevailing wage that achieves union wage
parity.
• The estimate includes the costs for utility relocations that are directly resulting
from the streetcar project. The estimate excludes betterment projects, such as
replacement of existing broken or aging lines that are not directly affected by the
project.
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Additional utility replacement beyond that which is necessary for the project is
considered a "betterment project'' and is not assumed to be the responsibility of
the streetcar project.
It is assumed that some "betterment projects" will ultimately be incorporated into
the design of the project, but will be funded by other improvement sources.
It is assumed that utility relocation scope of other associated projects, such as
the Broadway Streetscape Project, My Rgueroa, and the Regional Connector, will
need to be coordinated with the Streetcar Project.

Specific Approach by Utility Type:
• Public Power:
o The project contains many underground electrical vaults that contain wire
and cabling for power distribution. Many of the existing vaults are older,
including precast concrete and brick vaults containing asbestos.
o It is assumed that all new infrastructure construction may be performed by
the contractor. However, all ''live " electrical work, such as pulling wire,
modifying existing vaults, and electrical tie-in, must be performed by
L.ADWP crews.
o The estimate is based on a Tiered Approach to classifying the scope of
work. The following is a description of each Tier:
o Tier 1 - Replace Vault
• All existing vaults must be replaced within 7' from the center of
slab if they have circular manhole cover entrances and 7'-10" from
the center of slab if they have square vault door type entrance.
• All vaults deemed to be replaced are replaced with one of 4 sizes
of LADWP approved vaults supplied by Jensen Precast.
• The conduit duct bank is made of fiber material; therefore it cannot
be spliced in next to the vault. The ductbank must be replaced
back to the nearest vault structure. The average ductbank per new
vault replacement has been calculated at 100 linear feet per vault.
• The estimate includes the costs for the contractor to provide
excavation, pit shoring, backfill, demolition and street
reconstruction, supplying and placing the new vault, and supplying
and placing concrete encased conduit ductbank back to the
nearest vault structure.
• The estimate includes the costs for LADWP crews to connect to
the existing service, pull wire, and monitor the construction.
• Many of the existing vaults are assumed to contain asbestos. It is
assumed these vaults must undergo asbestos abatement if they
are to be modified. This estimate includes an allowance for such
asbestos abatement.
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o

Tier 2- Major Structural Modification
• Tier 2 is a theoretical situation in which a new shaft is excavated
and constructed next to the existing vault, beyond 7' from the
center of the slab. The existing vault is then accessed from the
new vault without re-wiring.
• This case was deemed unfeasible or very unlikely and has not
been included as an option in the estimate.
o Tier 3- Minor Modification I Replace Vault Lid
• Tier 3 vaults are vaults that lay on the edge of the 7' from center
of slab line, but the vault is large enough for the access to be clear
if the vault lid is modified.
• It is assumed that replacing the precast lid of these vaults will
result in the access being beyond the 7' from center clear line.
• It is assumed that LADWP crews must perform this work. The
estimate includes rates that will cover these additional costs.
• This roof replacement scope assumes that LADWP will approve
this as a viable solution. If LADWP does not approve this design
standard, the alternative may require replacing the entire vault
structure.
o Tier 4- Vault Access is Clear
• Tier 4 vaults are vaults where a portion of the vault may lay under
the 7' from the center of the track slab, however the access to the
vault is beyond the center of the track slab.
• It is assumed that the entrance is passed the safe clear zone and
therefore, no work is necessary.
• The estimate includes a small allowance for protection 1
coordinating around these existing vaults.
o Tier 5- Abandoned Vault
• Tier 5 vaults are abandoned vaults that lay within 7' from the
center of the track slab.
• It is assumed that no work is required at abandoned vaults.
• The estimate includes a small allowance for protection 1
coordinating around these existing abandoned vaults.
•

Public Water:
o Main Lines
• Water Main Lines located within 10' from the edge of the track
slab will be replaced in new trenches at least 10' beyond the edge
of slab.
• New main lines will be Ductile Iron Pipe.
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Main line crossings will be replaced and lowered for the 28' length
crossing the area of influence
Main Line crossings will be Steel Pipe with a Steel Pipe Sleeve 4"
diameter larger than the pipe.

o

Domestic and fire service line crossings
• Crossing at Relocated Main line- service line is replaced from the
main line to the water meter.
• Crossing at Existing Main Line- service is replaced and lowered, for
the 28' length crossing the area of influence.
• It is assumed that the new pipe will connect to the existing meter.
Replacing of the meters is considered a betterment project and is
not assumed to be a project cost.

o

Fire Hydrant Service
• Where fire line crossings occur, service line is replaced from the
main line to the water meter.
• It is assumed that the new pipe will connect to the existing fire
hydrants. Replacing of the fire hydrants is considered a betterment
project and is not assumed to be a project cost.
• If the fire hydrant is within 28' area of influence, the estimate
includes replacing the hydrant in a new location.

•

Storm Drainage
o Manholes, vaults, and other access facilities within 10' from center of the
track slab will be replaced 1 relocated.
o It is assumed that concrete utility protection will be required for storm
drain lines due to the fact that the storm drain lines are shallow.

•

Sanitary Sewer
o Manholes, vaults, and other access facilities within 10' from center of the
track slab will be replaced 1 relocated.
o It is assumed that sanitary sewer lines are 4' to 7' deep, or greater, and
do not need to be relocated.
o It is assumed that concrete utility protection will not be required for
sanitary sewer lines due to the depth of the line.

•

Private Utilities
o Private
utility
lines
along the
streetcar alignment
include
telecommunication, cable, and fiber optic networks. These are provided by
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a variety of private entities, including but not limited to AT&T, Time
Warner, Nextlink, Level 3, Quest Century Link, and others.
A full estimate based on quantity take-offs was prepared for private utility
relocation.
For purposes of this estimate, it is assumed that the private utility
companies will be both financially and physically responsible for relocating
the majority of their own utility lines, vaults, manholes, and other facilities,
as provided for in their franchise agreements.
Because of scheduling, it is assumed that some portion of the private
utility lines will become a project cost. This estimate makes an allowance
of approximately one quarter (25%) of the full value of the costs for private
utility relocation to account for this scope. This is a conservative
allowance based on known information at this time.
The estimate also includes allowance for the contractor to coordinate and
oversee the private utility relocation work.

Pricing and Measurement:
The utility scope has been quantified using quantity take-off software. All utilities have been
measured and presented to LADOT/BOE as back-up to the quantity take-off. The quantities
have been logged and priced based on in-house and referenced unit pricing and validated by
comparing the assembly unit cost to other similar transit and streetcar projects. Specific
pricing sources that have been used include engineers cost estimates of LA Metro's
Westside Subway Extension and Crenshaw/LAX corridor. In addition, specific cost data, wage
rates, and mark-up calculations received from LADWP have been used for work to be
conducted by LADWP crews.
Reconciliation and Review with City of LA Utility Departments
During the estimating review period, URS held multiple meetings with LADWP Water and
Power departments, the City of LA Bureau of Sanitation, and the City of LA Bureau of
Engineering to coordinate and reconcile the utility relocation estimates. URS prepared an
independent draft estimate and then compared to the respective utility estimates prepared
by the utility agencies. Then, an initial meeting was held to determine the general approach
regarding types of service, levels of impact, and allowable distances the utilities must be
from the streetcar service. A second meeting was held to finalize the assumptions and
approach including two working sessions, in which URS's estimator and the respective
LADWP estimators identified all utility impacts and the means and methods that will most
likely be required for relocations. URS's estimate was revised and resubmitted to LADPW and
BOS for review and comment. The final utility estimates represents an agreed-upon approach
and scope of work that is acceptable for all parties involved. Refer to Appendix 9.8 for public
utility correspondence.
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Discussions with Private Utility Firms
Preliminary coordination meetings with private utility providers were held on July 7, 2014 and
July 10, 2014 with Time Warner Cable, Quest Century Link, and Teleport Communications
Group (a division of AT&T). Additional private utilities have been contacted and invited to
coordinate on the project. The project scope, background, and approach to private utility
relocation cost estimating were discussed during these meetings. Private utility
representatives confirmed that utility relocation work is typically conducted by the private
utility, and that costs for such work are typically borne by the private utility. Reimbursements
are provided in some cases. depending on the specific scope, funding sources, and purpose
of the project.
Public Utility Variance Based on Labor Cost Differentials
This estimate assumes that contractors would perform the majority utility work, as advised
by LADWP. Utility costs would be increased if LADWP forces conducted all utility relocation
work. The power systems scope would increase less because the base cost estimate already
assumes that LADWP forces would perform much of that work. However, the utility relocation
costs associated with water, sewer, and storm portions of work would almost double. On
average, having LADWP forces conduct all utility relocation work would result in a 43% cost
increase compared to the cost of having contractors do a portion of the work. The table
below details how costs would change if LADWP forces conducted all utility relocation work.
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TABLE 16: PUBLIC UTIUTIES VARIANCE- LADWP FORCES VS. HYBRID LADWP/CONTRACTOR

$19,650,916
$8,627,570
$3,744,676
. $3,063,479
$1,928,952

D

TOTAL PUBLIC UTILITIES COST
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6.4.3 Hazardous materials, contaminated soil (SCC 40.03)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for hazardous demolition and abatement that will
occur during the construction process.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that approximately 10% of excavated soils will be contaminated
with oil or other products and will need to be excavated and disposed by a
certified Hazmat team.
• Any modifications to electrical vaults will require asbestos abatement by a hazmat
team.
• No buildings will be demolished that will require hazmat abatement
Pricing and Measurement:
The contaminated soils allowance is calculated as a percentage of excavation required for
guideway construction. The disposal fee is based on actual unit costs for hazardous soil
disposal from researched sources.
6.4.4 Pedestrian 1 bike access and accommodation, landscaping (SCC 40.06)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for pedestrian and bike related streetscape
improvement that have specifically to do with the streetcar construction.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that pedestrian and bike improvements will only be required around
station area stops.
• It is assumed that all site improvement costs associated with the Broadway
Streetscape project and the My Figueroa are not a part of this contract.
• It is assumed that the 7tt~ Street Bike lane will need to be upgraded to a
separated cycle-track to facilitate the streetcar. However, this cost has not been
included in the cost estimate. The nearby Wilshire-Grand Development contract
includes a special fund for 7th street infrastructure improvements, which may
include such improvements.
Pricing and Measurement:
Site improvement costs are itemized by a square foot or linear foot .basis. Pricing is
parametric: a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and
streetcar projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
6.4.5 Automobile, bus, van accessways including roads, parking lots (SCC 40.07)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for street reconstruction scope having to do with the
streetcar guideway.
Assumptions:
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It is assumed that the street will be reconstructed approximately 6' beyond the
track slab on both sides for the entire alignment.
This section does not include street patching for utility relocations. That scope is
included within the utility costs.
It is assumed that all lanes will be re-striped as part of this project.
The My Figueroa and Broadway Streetscape projects should share these costs as
these improvements are also a part of that project's scope.

Pricing and Measurement:
Site improvement costs are itemized by a square foot or linear foot basis. Pricing is
parametric: a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and
streetcar projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
6.4.6 Temporary Facilities and other indirect costs during construction (SCC 40.08)
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for temporary costs for temporary facilities during
construction, such as traffic control, field lighting, temporary electricity, and other general
requirement items. This section does not include General Conditions, such as contractor
staff, field offices, and other costs to support the contractor, subcontractor crews,
construction manager.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that traffic control will be required for the vast majority of all
construction activity for this project.
• Traffic control will require closed lanes, electronic signage, barriers, flag persons
during working hours, cones, and signage.
Pricing and Measurement:
Site improvement costs are itemized by a square foot or linear foot basis. Pricing is
parametric: a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and
streetcar projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.

6.5

Systems {SCC 50)

6.5.1 Train Control and Signals
Detailed Scope of Work:
This section includes special train controls and signaling separate from typical traffic
signaling.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that the streetcar will not have priority signaling along the route. It
will obey and operate with the standard traffic signals.
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It is assumed that train signaling will only be required in a few locations, including
the single track at the 1st and Grand Terminus, the non-revenue service on 7tr1
between Hill and Broadway.
Pricing and Measurement:
Special train signaling is itemized at each location and priced with a lump sum allowance,
based on allowances concurrent with other traffic signaling. Pricing is parametric: a
statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and streetcar
projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
6.5.2 Traffic Signals
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for the traffic signal modifications and replacements
required to accommodate the streetcar and interface with the transit signal priority system.
This includes traffic signal poles and heads, cabinets, conduit, wayside train detection
equipment, and controllers.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that all traffic signals at all intersections along the alignment will
need to be adjusted.
• The estimate assumes that one third of the traffic signals will be replaced and the
remainder will be modified to increase height or location, which will include a new
foundation.
• It is assumed that Traffic Signal Loop Detectors will be replaced at all
intersections.
Pricing and Measurement:
Traffic signals are quantified per each traffic signal, allowing four each per intersection and
two each at pedestrian crossings. Traffic loop detectors are counted per each intersection.
Pricing is parametric: a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar
transit and streetcar projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
6.5.3 Traction Power Supply
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs to supply traction power to transit system. This category
includes traction power substations and associated system equipment.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that there will be a total of five substations, consistent with the EIR
project description.
• The cost for the substations includes the substation electrical equipment,
structure, enclosure, foundations, and connection to existing electrical service .
• It is assumed that power supply is available for the substations near the
substation and that no significant electrical service improvements will be required
to bring power to the substations.
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It is assumed that the substations will be located within 1h block of the tracks,
either inside a private development or outside in a surface parking lot.
• The locations of substation will be based on available property and lease options.
• It is assumed that any easements or leases acquired for the substations will be
for the life of the improvement. Associated costs are included under ROW, Land
Section SCC 60.
Pricing and Measurement:
A total of five substations are assumed, consistent with the EIR project description. Pricing is
parametric: a statistical average, based on in-house cost information and similar transit and
streetcar projects adjusted to the location and escalated to current day.
•

6.5.4 Traction Power Distribution
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs of the overhead catenary system (OCS) for distribution of
traction power to vehicles. This category includes installation of OCS poles and foundations,
guy wires, anchors, contact wire, conduit, and feeder cables.
Assumptions:
• This estimate assumes that an overhead catenary system will be supported by
poles and foundations along the entire alignment route.
• It is assumed that there is adequate room and agreements with the City for
placing poles and foundations within the sidewalk right of way.
• It is expected that the wireless system technology will be explored and used if
desired along sections of Broadway and other historically significant areas.
• It is assumed that pole foundations along Broadway, 7th, and Hill may need
special considerations due to adjacent underground basement vaults. This
estimate includes an allowance to account for premium costs due to underground
vault coordination.
• It is assumed that pole foundations near existing and planned subterranean
Metro stations may need special considerations. This estimate includes an
allowance to account for premium costs due to underground Metro station
structures.
Pricing and Measurement:
Measurement is by the track foot. Additional premium costs for unique pole foundations are
itemized and shown separately. Pricing is parametric: a statistical average, based on inhouse cost information and similar transit and streetcar projects adjusted to the location and
escalated to current day.
6.5.5 Communications
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for the communication system for the streetcar system.
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Assumptions:
• The communication system will include all services required for communications
between train operators, maintenance facility/depots, and other personnel. The
system is assumed to be fiber optic data for carrying video and audio.
Pricing and Measurement:
Measurement is by the track foot. Pricing is parametric: a statistical average, based on inhouse cost information and similar transit and streetcar projects adjusted to the location and
escalated to current day.
6.5.6 Fare Collection
Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for a self-service, proof-of-payment fare collection
system. This system can be on board the vehicle or at each stop.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that the fare collection system will be an on-board fare collection
system integrated into the design of the streetcar vehicles.
• Due to this fact, there are no capital construction costs included for the fare
collection system.
Pricing and Measurement:
The cost for this system will be included in the estimate for the vehicles.
6.6

Right-of-Way, Land, Existing Improvements (SCC 60)

Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes the capital costs for securing and purchasing all the real property
rights required for the maintenance and storage facility. This section also includes the real
estate and legal consulting fees for acquiring the land. The site acquisition for the
maintenance facility will require an 9rea of approximately 40,000 to 60,000 square feet in
the middle of the densest urban development in Los Angeles County. From the research
performed, the following options are available for acquiring the real estate property:
1. Option 1: Purchase the land from an owner
2. Option 2: Enter into a joint development agreement with a developer designing ?I
mixed-used development at or near the project alignment
3. Option 3: Locate city-owned land along or near the route and donate to the project
use.
4. Option 4: Use eminent domain to acquire property.
Assumptions:
• Option 1: Full Land Acquisition
o It is assumed that the operations and maintenance facility will be
purchased for the sole purpose of the maintenance facility/depot.
o Multiple sites have been identified in the EIR/EA; these sites may, or may
not, be available for acquisition.
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The three sites used in the EIR may or may not be available for purchase
as the operations and maintenance facility.
o This estimate assumes that a lot of approximately 55,000 SF will be
available for purchase at or near the project alignment.
o It is assumed that land acquisition will be required for substations in the
form of a lease agreement in a private or public lot.
Option 2: Joint Development
o Considering the development potential of sites near the alignment, there
is potential for the project to enter into a joint development agreement
with a developer for the operations and maintenance facility.
o Joint development is a land development option supported by FTA.
o The estimate value of this land could be significantly lower than full site
acquisition as identified in Option 1.
o The average Floor-Area-Ratio of buildings in the project areas is
approximately 6 to 1. It is assumed that the storage and maintenance
building will only occupy the 151 floor, leaving approximately 5 additional
floors to be developed. Therefore, using an allowance of 1.4 of the full
value is assumed to be a generous allowance.
o This option is also dependent the ability to tie the schedule of the
streetcar with the schedule of a building developer.
Option 3: Use of City-owned Land
o If a municipally owned site on or near the project alignment is available for
partial use for the operations and maintenance facility, there could be
potential for additional savings over the Joint Development option.
o This option also opens up the possibility for shared facilities for other City
projects.
Option 4: Eminent domain
o It is assumed that this option would result in an increased cost over the
full purchase price.
o Pursuing eminent domain could increase the project schedule and involve
costly litigation.
o This is an often used option for project sponsors.
o The FTA supports eminent domain if the agency has tried to negotiate a
reasonable price and the owner will not cooperate.
Power Substation Locations
o It is assumed that any easements or leases acquired for the substations
will be for the life of the improvement.
o It is assumed that the area required for each substation will be
approximately 200 Square feet.
o It is assumed that the lease required for the substation will be capitalized
into an up-front capital cost.
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It is assumed that the capitalized lease cost for the life of the project will
be approximately the same as the cost of the full purchase price of the
land. This estimate includes approximately $500/SF.

Pricing and Measurement:
From the research performed, it has been determined that the property value within the
project area is between $300-$500 per square foot (refer to Appendix 9.6 for Independent
Land Appraisal Report). The estimate uses an average price of $500, including15%
contingency. An allowance of near the higher end of the range of 55,000 SF is used. The
total cost for Option 1 could range up to $30 Million. Option 2 would cost the project nothing
and would be a large cost savings. Option 3 would be a significant cost reduction from
purchasing the land in option 1. Option 4 would be a significant cost increase over Option 1.

6. 7

Vehicles (SCC 70)

Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes capital costs for manufacturing and procuring the streetcars vehicles,
including spare parts and non-reoccurring costs. This section also includes the costs for
engineering, commissioning, shipping, delivery, and storage.
Assumptions:
• Vehicle year of expenditure (YOE) is assumed to be early 2017,
• The vehicles will be modem compliant with current California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) requirements.
• A representative would be the Siemens Vehicle S70 (Short), a low-floor light rail
vehicle. These vehicles have been used in the Salt Lake City's TRAX system and
the San Diego Trolley. This assumption provides flexibility to choose among a
variety of streetcar vehicle manufacturers.
• The vehicle costs included in the cost estimate assumes a standard, non-battery
system. However, the final design may propose a hybrid system , which adds
costs due to batteries.
• It is assumed that fare collection equipment is on-board the vehicles and not at
the station stops.
Pricing and Measurement:
The estimate includes 8 streetcar vehicles and 2 maintenance vehicles, including spare
parts. The vehicles are priced as a lump sum cost. The vehicle pricing is based on similar
streetcar systems in other US cities, adjusting for inflation.
6.8

Professional Services (SCC 80)

Detailed Scope of Work:
This category includes all non-construction professional fees required for the project. This
includes all engineering, management, consulting fees, agency fees, legal and insurance
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fees, and all other project costs not carried by the General Contractor. Professional services
are estimated as a 34% mark-up on construction costs. The following services are included
in this section :
1. Project Development: This mark-up includes both advanced conceptual design to 30%
and the CMGC contractor's design efforts from 30% to 100% design.
2. Project Management for Design and Construction: This mark-up includes all project
management fees and services provided by the project manager and all related third
party consulting fees.
3. Construction Administration and Construction Management: This mark-up includes
the engineer's and other relevant designer's review and administrative fees during
the construction duration. This also includes the CMGC's construction management
fees. This is over and above the overhead carried within the unit costs of the
estimate.
4. Professional Liability and other Non-Construction Insurance: This mark-up includes
the owner's professional liability and insurances. This does not include the
contractor's, project managers, or any other insurances. It is assumed that the other
parties' respective insurances are captured within their fees and costs.
5. Legal Permits, reviews by other agencies, cities, etc.: This mark-up includes all
agency fees associated with the project, including LADOT, BOE, LADWP, Metro, and
any other agency that are required to review and provide permits to the project. This
also includes the owner's legal fees and legal permits.
6. Surveys, Testing, Investigation, and Inspection: This section includes the owner's
third-party survey's testing, investigation, inspection, and commissioning. This
section does not include these services by the contractor.
Assumptions:
• It is assumed that the contract procurement method will be CMGC.
• It is assumed that a design engineer will be contracted to perform the preliminary
design from present 5% design to 30% design.
• It is assumed that the CMGC firm will contract with the designer and will be
responsible for design from 30% design to completion.
• Los Angeles Department of Transportation and Bureau of Engineering costs to
administer FTA grants are included within the percentages carried for Project
Development, Project Management, and Construction Administration.
Pricing and Measurement:
Costs for these services are carried by applying percentages of the total construction cost,
without vehicles and right-of-way costs. The percentages are typical for other transit contracts
with similar contract procurement as the assumed type. in the basis of estimate. The
percentages are applied individually and not cumulatively, resulting in a total of 34%
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professional services cost applied to the total construction cost. The 34% professional
services mark-up breaks down as follows:
TABLE 17: .PROFESSIONAL SERVICES- PERCENTAGE MARK-UPS APPLIED TO
CONSTRUCTION COST

10%

. Project Development

-

Engineering (not applicable to Small Starts)
Project Management for Design and Construction
Construction Administration and Management
Professional Liability and other Non-Construction Insurance

i Legal; Permits: Review Fees by other agencies, cities, etc.
I

Surveys, Testing, Investigation, Inspection
Startup

6.9

I

6%
9%
2%
3%
3%
1%

Contingency (SCC 90)

FTA Standards prescribe estimates at the Preliminary Design Stage to carry at least 20%+ for
contingency. This estimate includes an overall average contingency of 30% (which includes
the weighted average 20% allocated contingency and 10% unallocated contingency)
consistent with FTA guidance, depending on the risk involved and the estimator's
understanding of where the element is in the design phase. This estimate includes both
Allocated and Unallocated Contingency. Allocated contingency is carried within the detail of
the estimate to account for design development that will likely occur throughout the design
phase. Unallocated contingency is carried at the summary level for changes that are likely to
occur at the construction stage. Due to the early stage of the project, this estimate includes
a weighted average allocated contingency of 20%, as well as unallocated contingencies of
10% on all project components, for an overall average contingency of 30%, per Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) guidance. The following is a further description of the two. As the
design level increases, the design contingency carried in the construction estimate should
decrease. The cost estimate at the final design level should include little to no allocated
contingency.
Allocated Contingency (or Pre-Construction Design Development)
Allocated contingency represents a percentage of unknown or undeveloped scope that has
not been implemented into the design documents. Since the current design is in conceptual
phase, design refinement and some changes are expected following these documents. This
estimate included a varying allowance from 15-30% of direct costs, based on the risk of the
element. The total weighted average contingency for the project is 20%. Components such as
guideway, stations, systems, stations, right-of-way, and vehicles have either already been
conservatively priced in the estimate detail or sufficient information is known so that these
items are less risky. Therefore, a contingency of 15-20% has been allowed for these
sections. A higher conservative contingency of 30% is applied to all sitework components,
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due to their relatively unknown conditions, except for site utilities, of which a 20%
contingency has been applied. A slightly lower contingency has been applied to the site
utilities due to the magnitude of site utility coordination and research that has already been
performed at this level of design.
Unallocated Contingency (or Change Order Contingency) is included at the bottom line at

10% of the subtotal of the estimate. Unallocated contingency represents costs above and
beyond in the project budget, for such changes that are likely to occur during the
construction. The construction contingency allowance carried by the owner in the project
budget should remain constant throughout the design process.
Total Contingency

The total contingency carried within the estimate is 30.51%. This is consistent with FTA
guidelines, which stipulates using a total contingency of approximately 30% at this stage of
design.
6.10

Finance Charges (SCC 100)

This category includes finance charges expected to be incurred to complete the project.
These costs are not applicable for the purposes of this cost estimate and are, therefore,
excluded from the project costs.
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SECTION 7: SEPARATE RELATED STREETSCAPE & TRANSIT PROJECTS
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7. SEPARATE RELATED STREETSCAPE & TRANSIT PROJECTS

7.1

Broadway Streetscape Project

The Broadway Streetscape project is intended to implement pedestrian-oriented, trafficcalming design changes along Broadway in Downtown Los Angeles, including widened
sidewalks an,d curb extensions; enhanced crosswalk treatments; lane reconfiguration; 24hour curbside parking; transit stations; enhanced lighting and trees; wayfinding signage;
stormwater retention and recycling; and bike racks. The Broadway Streetscape project
overlaps with the Downtown LA Streetcar alignment on Broadway. The current construction
schedule for the Broadway Streetscape project is set to occur after the LA Streetcar project
has completed. Therefore, it is assumed that the Broadway streetscape project will not have
a financial impact on the streetcar project. Completing the streetcar project prior to the
streetscape project will adversely affect the construction cost of the Broadway Streetscape
project. It is highly suggested that the schedules and funding of both projects be coordinated
so that the construction occurs at the same time.
7.2

My Figueroa Streetscape Project

The Rgueroa Corridor Streetscape Project (My Figueroa) is redesigning the Figueroa corridor
into a multimodal street by adding better signalization and signage; high-visibility crosswalks;
transit platforms; street trees and public art; a three-mile bikeway; and separated cycle
tracks. My Rgueroa overlaps with the Downtown LA Streetcar alignment on Figueroa Street
and 11th Street. My Figueroa is anticipated to begin and end construction during 2015. For
purposes of this estimate, it is assumed that construction of this project will be complete
prior to or during construction of the Downtown LA Streetcar project. It is assumed that the
streetscape improvements performed under the My Figueroa project will not add significant
costs to the streetcar project. Cost economies can be realized if construction activities are
coordinated between the projects.
7.3

Regional Connector Transit Project

Metro Regional Connector project will allow passengers to transfer to the Blue, Expo, Red
and Purple Lines by bypassing Union Station. The 1.9-mile alignment will extend from the
Metro Gold Line Little Tokyo/Arts District Station to the 7th Street;Metro Center Station in
Downtown Los Angeles. The Regional Connector includes a station at 2nd Street and
Broadway, which intersects the Downtown LA Streetcar alignment. The Regional Connector is
anticipated to open in 2020, with construction beginning in 2014. For purposes of this
estimate, it is assumed that construction of the station box and decking at 2nd Street
associated with this project will be complete prior to construction of the Downtown LA
Streetcar project. It is crucial for the project managers of both projects to coordinate their
s.chedules and work plan closely in order for this to occur. A delay in the completion of the
decking of the subterranean station at 2"d & Broadway may delay the schedule of the
streetcar.
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Summary and Suggestions for Associated Projects

Several other infrastructure and streetscape projects shared project construction boundaries
with the proposed streetcar alignment. Some scope of work could be considered shared
scope with both the streetcar project and the streetscape project. The streetcar alignment is
integrated in the design of these streetscape projects. It is highly recommended that the
streetscape project improvements be conducted at the same time as the streetcar project. If
the projects are performed in a phased manner, the combined cost of both projects will be
higher than necessary.
There are many shared costs that could be coordinated should the projects be performed
concurrently rather than phased or non-concurrently. Shared scope could consist of
temporary traffic control, paving of street surfaces, modifications to curbs, bike lanes,
sidewalks, pedestrian lighting, traffic signals, and utility relocations. The following are some
examples of redundant or inefficient construction if the streetscape projects are performed
non-concurrently with the streetcar project:
•

•

•

•

•
•

The area immediately adjacent to the streetcar guideway along Broadway is within
the extended curb and parking area of the streetscape project. If these projects
are coordinated, this area will be demolished and repaved once rather than two
times .
If a utility manhole is moved from the guideway alignment to the streetscape
project area under the streetcar area of impact, the manhole may need to be
adjusted a second time during the streetscape construction.
Light poles and traffic signals may be modified both as part of the streetcar
project and the streetscape project. If the projects are performed nonconcurrently, these modifications will happen twice.
Light poles and traffic signals may be modified both as part of the streetcar
project and the streetscape project. If the projects are performed nonconcurrently, these modifications will happen twice.
Traffic control and temporary utilities, such as project site power and lighting
would occur twice if the projects are not performed at the same time.
Reconstructing the street on Broadway as a part of the Regional Connector
project could include laying streetcar tracks and catenary poles. If construction is
not coordinated, these modifications will happen twice.
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8. COMPARISON WITH STREETCAR ESTIMATES FROM OTHER US CITIES

8.1

Summary of Findings

The estimate for the Los Angeles Streetcar 7th Street Alignment Alternative was compared to
several other US streetcar estimates and bids. In general, the cost per mile for the Los
Angeles Streetcar for guideway and track elements; stations, stops and terminals; yards,
shops, and administrative buildings; and systems are all within the range of minimum and
maximum and are slightly higher than the average cost per mile for other streetcar systems.
Costs related to utilities, however, are significantly above the maximum cost per mile of
other US streetcar estimates. Streets in downtown Los Angeles present a unique condition
as they contain older and more complex utility systems, which results in the relatively higher
cost for this scope element.
The main factors contribute to the higher than average construction cost estimate include:
•

Early Stage of Design- Conservative Estimate vs. Bid Numbers. The Los Angeles unit
cost (Million $ per mile) represents URS's preliminary estimate and is a conservative
allowance. This is not meant to be an anticipated bid amount. Many of the compared
costs are actual bid results, which are based on a final design. It is appropriate for
the cost to be on the conservative high-end at this pre-design stage. It i:; assumed
that value engineering and strategic design will be performed during the design
process which may result in a reduced cost.

•

Utilities- Conservative Costs for the Utility Relocations vs. Refined Engineering
Design. The largest cost discrepancy in the cost estimate when compared to other
streetcar estimates is the utility relocation scope. Downtown Los Angeles, particularly
historic streets such as Broadway and 7th, have much older and more complex utility
systems than other cities in which streetcars have been constructed, and therefore
have higher associated utility costs. Nevertheless, this estimate is based on
conservative allowances with input from all utility companies prior to any strategic
engineering or cost sharing agreements that will likely occur during the design
process.

The current estimate for the Los Angeles Streetcar 7:n Street Alignment is at the higher end
of the estimated range when compared to streetcar systems in other US cities. While most
of the project scope elements are within the range of costs for other streetcar systems, the
sitework and utilities costs are higher than the maximum cost per mile and drive the total
construction cost for the Los Angeles Streetcar higher than the average for other streetcar
systems. The following table compares the estimate construction costs normalized in Dollar
per Mile by SCC division.
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TABLE :1.8: 7™ STREET AUGNMENT COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION COST PER MILE
[ITEM 11!0.

DESCRIPTION

MIN

AVERAGE

MAX

~

10
20
30
40

GUIDEWAY &TRACK ELEMENTS
STATIONS, STOPS, TERMINALS
YARDS, SHOPS, ADMIN. BLDGS
SITEWORK
UTILITIES

$2,561,212

$4,610,760

$179,626

$529,584
$1,234,495

$38,8~9·

URS LA- 7th STREET ESTIMATE
S/MILE

$4,383,053 -596
$655,236 2496
$2,366,907 9296
$4,801,834 196
$10,104,797 56196

$12,446,178

.

$879,710
$4,038,681

$2,576,713

$4,755,224

$7,692,625

$254,251

$1,528,532

$~. 079,956

"'"•" :
HIO MM (A!II '

The unit costs ($/Track Mile) for all sections of the 7th Street Alignment estimate are at the
higher end or maximum of the statistical cost range of other recent streetcars. At this early
stage of design, it is expected for the estimate to be in the conservative higher end range.
The expectation is that the estimate will reduce in cost or remain the same as the design
develops and allowances are replaced with specified design standards. The following bar
graphs show how the nonnalized dollar per mile of the 7th Street Alignment estimate
compares to estimates and bid results of Streetcar systems in other US cities.
Guideway and Track (Standard Cost Code :1.0): Guideway and track elements include
construction of track slab and rail and track. The estimated costs for the 7ttt Street Alignment
in $/Track Mile for the Guideway and Track elements are between the average and maximum
statistical range when compared to other cities. The costs are closest to Cincinnati and
Charlotte Streetcar systems. This comparison confirms that the estimate is conservative and
within a reasonable range for budgeting purposes.
FIGURE :1.3: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR GUIDEWAY & TRACK COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT {$/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 20:1.4$
GUIDEWAY & TRACK ELEMENTS-$/MILE
Sl4,000.000
$11,446, t 18

$1J ,OOO,OOO :

S IO,W<l,OOO

~ 3,1100,000

'

SG.1BI,,!ol.
$L,D41,01.

Sb.OOO,OOO ·

I

$U91,940

Sl.!>bl,lll

Note: The Dallas guideway cost per mile can be considered a statistical outlier due to
additional bridge construction requirements.
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Station Stops (Standard Cost Code 20): Station stops include streetcar transit stops,

shelters, furnishings, lighting, and signage. The estimated costs for the 7th Street Alignment
in $/Track Mile for the Streetcar Stops are between the average and maximum statistical
range when compared to station stop estimates from other cities. The costs are closest to
Tuscon, Detroit, which are towards the higher end of the cost range. However, due to the fact
that five other cities have seen higher costs, these stops should be monitored throughout
the design phase to ensure the design is kept cost effective. This comparison confirms that
the estimate is conservative and within a reasonable range for budgeting purposes.
FIGURE 1.4: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR STATION, STOPS, & TERMINALS COSTS WITH
7TH STREET ALIGNMENT ($/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
STATIONS, STOPS, TERMINALS- $/MILE
$l.(Joo.OOO
$900.()()0 ;

$8!1.1L2
$80(1.000 .

.

$6>S,236

$400,000
$300,01)[)

$100,000

!

$100,000 ;

so :

I

I

Yard & Shop (Operations & Maintenance Facility) (Standard Cost Code 30): Yard and Shop

costs include costs for facilities and equipment needed to support operation of the streetcar.
The estimated costs for the 7tn Street Alignment in $/Track Mile for the Operations and
Maintenance facility are the highest when compared to other streetcar estimates, with the
exception of Cincinnati. Some of the compared systems did not require a maintenance site
due to the fact that they are extensions to existing lines. This comparison confirms that the
estimate is conservative and within a reasonable range for budgeting purposes.
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FIGURE 15: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR YARD & SHOP COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT {$/MILE)· ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
YARDS, SHOPS, ADMIN. BLDGS- $/MIL£
s ~. ~w.ooo

S2.:1(i&;!l07

Sl,OOO,OOO

S31J,&JO
S2l9,7l&

II

so

su

su

su

Sltework and Utilities {Standard Cost Code 40): Sitework and utilities includes costs for
demolition, relocation, and reconstruction of streetscape above that required for guideway
construction and utilities. The estimated costs for the 7th Street Alignment in $/Track Mile for
Sitework and Utilities are far greater than any other city's estimate. (54% higher than any
other known high bidder and 122% higher than the next closest actual project cost.) This
comparison confirms that the estimate is highly conservative in this section and reflects the
unique conditions in downtown Los Angeles, including older and more complex utility
systems. There is great potential for value engineering and strategic design to reduce the
utility impacts and reduce the costs in this section.
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FIGURE 16: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR SITEWORK COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT ($/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
SITEWORK- $/MILE
ss,ooo,ooo
%,181,3<7
$6,300,440

$S,9!t.,fi]J

$G,OOO,QOO
$S,I'9S,OGO
$S,OOO,OOO
$-l.~•Ul~(,ff:

$-1,~lll,fl(.(}

SJ.7J.S.65ESJ.298.60JS.J.JRS:,I)·9 4

'
•

$3/')(lfi,})3

::::::::. I

51.S.76,1 1J

I

$1,000,000

so

FIGURE 17: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR UTILITIES COSTS WITH
ALIGNMENT ($/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$

!

$12,000,000

UTILITIES- $/MILE

I

l·

$10,000,000

7TH STREET

$10,104,797

I
I

ss.ooo,ooo

1

[

l-I

$6,0QO,OOO

I

I

$4,000,000

$2,000,000

$0

J
l
I

5

!

~~I 7?L~~~501;036

I

$3,079,956

$2,533,504
$1,636,623
$1,034,359

$2,293,502

$1.7.29,!166
$916, 242

.. I
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Systems (Standard Cost Code 50): Signals include costs for signaling separate from traffic
signals, traffic signal modifications, traction power substations, overhead catenary systems,
communications, and payment systems. The estimated costs for the 7tt1 Street Alignment in
$/Track Mile for Systems are between the average and the maximum of the statistical range
when comparing to other streetcar estimates. Some of the compared systems did not require
a maintenance site due to the fact that they are extensions to existing lines. This
comparison confirms that the estimate is conservative and within a reasonable range for
budgeting purposes. However, due to the fact that 5 other cities have seen higher costs, this
section should be monitored throughout the design phase to ensure the design is kept cost
effective.
FIGURE 18: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR SYSTEMS COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT {$/MILE)· ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
SYSTEMS. $/MILE
$1,6lS,l77
$~.804.1>3

SJ,ooo,om

$b, S13,~1$b,.~:U!:, bKb

$!..144,3%

$1,000,000

$4;~..31,419

$4,01i6,>75

Construction Cost Total: The overall estimated costs in $/Track Mile for the LA System are
higher than all other cities compared in this study, largely due to the significantly
conservative utility relocations estimate in the current estimate. This comparison confirms
that the estimate is conservative and within a reasonable range for budgeting purposes.
Value engineering and strategic design should be used throughout the design process to
drive down sitework and utility costs and control costs of other sections.
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FIGURE 19: COMPARISON OF STREETCAR CONSTRUCTION COSTS WITH 7TH STREET
ALIGNMENT ($/MILE)- ADJUSTED TO LOS ANGELES 2014$
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This chart compares construction costs only. (Excludes vehicles, land acquisition,
professional services, and unallocated contingency.

8.2

Estimate Comparison Methodology

All referenced estimates have been adjusted to be comparable to Los Angeles dollars in the
current year. The estimates have been adjusted by the appropriate escalation factors from
the date of the estimate or bid result to present day value. (See the escalation section in the
Basis of Estimate section of this report.) The estimates have also been adjusted for location
by applying a city index factor as published in RS Means. The following adjustment factors
have been used to the various estimates.
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TABLE 19: ADJUSTMENT FACTORS TO COMPARISON ESTIMATES
- - T---:- . . . . -- -- . - - - ..
,Year of
1 E,,calatmn
Locatton
Overall
,
EST IM AT E City
~

~

I

_______

TUSCON-LOW

.. :

'

1

-- -- -

--YL=' ~~n~te -~~~djus11ne~_ 1 _A!~~~rn:n_l :~ AdJustmen~ •~ ~
2012

107%

125%

134%

PORTLAND LOOP

2009

115%

107%

123%

SEATTLE FIRST HILL

2017

92%

104%

96%

SANTA ANA-LOW

2015

96%

106%

102%

TUSCON-HIGH

2012

107%

125%

134%

SANTA ANA-HIGH

2015

96%

106%

102%

KANSAS CITY
DETROIT

2014
2011

100%
111%

106%
105%

106%
117%

CHARLOTTE-LOW
SEATTLE CCC

2014
2017

100%
92%

135%
104%

135%
96%

DALLAS

2012

108%

127%

137%

CHARLOTTE-HIGH
CINCINNATTI

2014
2013

100%
104%

135%
117%

135%
122%

-

.

.

Explamatwn

__

:

Increased by 34% for date and
location.
Increased by 23% for date and
location.
Estimate prices were
escalated to 2017. The cost
was reduced to 2014.
Estimate prices were
escalated to 2015. The cost
was reduced to 2014.
Increased by 34% for date and
location.
Estimate prices were
escalated to 2015. The cost
was reduced to 2014.
Increased 6% for locaton.
Increased by 17% for date and
location.
Increased 35% for locaton.
Estimate prices were
escalated to 2017. The cost
was reduced to 2014.
Increased by 37% for date and
location.
Increased 35% for locaton.
Increase 4% for 1 year of
escalation plus 17% for

The sources for the Cost Estimates from all cities are as follows:
• Tuscon Low: Lowest bid result from a competitive bid.
• Portland Loop: URS estimate, based on bid results from Prior Portland Streetcar bid
results.
• Seattle First Hill: Negotiated estimate with CMGC contractor.
• Santa Ana: Order-of-Magnitude low Estimate, based on local condition, prepared by
URS.
• Tuscon High: Highest bid result of three froma competitive bid.
• Santa Ana : Order-of-Magnitude high Estimate based on local condition, prepared by
URS.
• Kansas City: Order of Magnitude cost estimate, prepared by HDR.
• Detroit: Negotiated Guaranteed Maximum Price with CMGC contractor.
• Charlotte Low: Lowest bid result from a competitive bid.
• Seattle CCC: Order of Magnitude Estimate prepared by URS.
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Dallas: Preliminary Engineering Estimate prepared by Engineer.
Charlotte-High: Highest bid result of three from a competitive bid.
URS-LA: Estimate within this document prepared by URS.
Cincinnati: Cincinnati Streetcar Monthly Report, April/May, 2014, page 23. Total
Contract amount with Contractor.
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SECTION 9: APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 9.1
Detailed Estimate of Streetcar Costs
7th Street Alignment
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URS

Owner:

Estimator

URS

Los Anaeies Streetcar
Class c Cost Estimate

Project:

Phase:

9/17{2014

DIVISION COST SUMMARY 1- STREETCAR EXCLUDING UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT-7TH
PREFERRED ALIGNMENT : 7TH STREET AliGNMENT
ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

URS- BYD - 2014
. COST

$/MILE

URS - YOE - 2018
COST

$/MILE

L

I

10
20
30
40
50
A

GUIDEWAY & TRACK ELEMENTS
STATIONS, STOPS, TERMINALS
YARDS, SHOPS, ADMIN. BLDGS
SITEWORK, TRAFFIC CONTROL, TEMP
SYSTEMS
Construction Subtotal (lO -SO}

60
70
80
B

I

c

$

$16,919,582
$4,383,053
$2,529,360
$655,236
$9,136,800
$2,366,907
$18,536,172
$4,801,834
$22,174,672
$5,'Z.44,396
69,296,586 $· 17,951,426 $

$19,874,320
$5,148,484
$2,971,073
$769,663
$10,732,398
$2,780,250
$21,773,222
$5,640,399
$26,047,129
$6,747,564
81,398,143 $ 21,086,360

ROW, LAND, EXISTING IMPROVEMENTS
VEHICLES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Subtotal (60-80}
$

$31,362,800
$8,124,599
$38,776,000
$10,045,004
$23,560,839
$6,103,485
93,699,639 $ 24,273,089 $

$35,296,172
$9,143,548
$43,639,100
$11,304,801
$27,675,368
$7,169,362
106,610,641 $ 27,617,711

90

162,996,225 $ 42,224,515 $
Subtotal (10 - SOl
$
ALLOCATED CONTINGENCY (INCLUDED ABOVE)- 15-30%
UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY (10%)
$16,299,622
$4,222,452

D

TOTAL PROJECT COST

I

$179,295,8471

$46,446,9671

188,008,784 $ 48,704,071
$18,800,878

$4,870,407

$206,809,6621

$53,574,478

Notes
1. 10 Guideway & Track: Estimate of construction costs for the track, track slab, and earthwork required for the track and guideway construction
2. 20 Stations: Estimate of construction costs for the streetcar platform stops. #of Stops varies by option.
3. 30 Yard & Shop: Estimate of construction costs for llight maintenance facility and 1 maintenance yard.
4. 40 Site & Utilities: Estimate of construction costs for utility relocations, demolition, earthwork, street improvements, landscaping, and other site Improvements.
5. SO Systems: Estimate of construction costs for train control, power supply, power distribution, communications, traffic signalling, and other electrical related sea
6. Total Construction: Complete estimate of construction costs for the streetcar project, including allocated contingency and escalation.
7. Allocated contingency: (Design contingency)- Allowance for expected design development and unknowns at the time of the estimate is included within Division :
8. Escalation: Labor & commodity increases from report date to mid-point of construction (2018) Is Included within the costs for divisions 10-50.
9. Un;~llocated contingency Is included at the Executive Summary Level. This summary does not Include unallocated contingency.
10. See detailed estimate for back-up to the summary data.
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Owner:
Estimator:
Protect:
Phase;

lo$ Alll(eles Department of Transportation
URS
LosAngeluStrt't'tcar
Class C Cost Estlm<~tl'

911,0(2014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE - LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

ZO.Ol

At-grade station, stop, shelter, mall, terminal, platform
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Owner:

Los Anpla Department ofTr;~n s~rtatlon

btlmltGr:

uos

Project:
Phue:

lD1 A!!Atl• Stf.. ttar
Cll• C Cost Estimate

1JRS

9110/2014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTIUnES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

30.05

·~··

Yard and Yard Track
,. .
· - · · ·•r-·-••e•-~-···-•..,··· · •

~,.··~·•

,.,.., . . "

··~--···

•.-,._._, ...

,,.~-------:--'"'7""'";" '," \'~"·,...._.,. ---,~ - · .,.~ ';' ,...,..

. .,..,..,..
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Owne-r:
E~tlmator:

PrDIKt:

Phase:

LDs AnK!:!Ie~ Oep<~rtment (If TransportitiDn
URS
ln\AnRelesStreetrllr
C~u t CDst HtlmatP

9{1012014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE - LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

Private utilities· see ~e:ction 40.02

30.02.22

40.02

Site Utilities, Utility Relocation (Public)

--- --~~EEP~BI:I~~~~~~~TI~A~-::_~::_:_- - ···-· ·

40.02

Site
Utilities,
Utility
Relocation (Private).. ,. ·-·
••.
-. · - .- --- .,_:·--;->:-7'·~

-~.-:- .· :--_-- ~

~ ~ - -- ~ -~ - -_- · :

----- ., •. _ " ---. --·

· · : · · ~-~-, ·-~--

.......

~ · ···. ~ - ,....._...,

•.-;r-·· · -;..

,-,-~C? - --:n --:_.,

· - -.- ~;-; -··-: -~

f-

- "': -)'
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-
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Owner:
btlmatar:

l.Ds Anr.e~ Departln@nt of TnnsDOIUtlon
URS

ProJect:
Phue:

Los Anaeles Strtttea r
Class C Cost Estimate

IJRS

911012014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE· LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

40.03
40.03.2

and pre-existing

projects) at significantly

lots
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Owner.

LosAru~eles ~pai'U'l'lent

Estlmatot"":

URS

Pfoitct:
Phase:

dns C Cost bllmat.P

ofTr.1nsportiltlon

URS
st1ono1•

los~esSlr<'l:tCif

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE - LA STREETCAR {WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT
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Owner:

los ~les DI!Pintment ofTr;nsportatlon

fstltnatDr:

Ptolect:

""'

Ph1se:

Class CCost Estlm•t.

URS

LDsA~ItsStteetut

911012014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE· LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

70.~_:·:,-~:~~--~~~~~~ v·-:c: -;-· ._ ~;~. ·~,~:7'.'7' 7'-':':' '!':"-:'7.'7\:~~-:" ~-~~-"fTc:;'C="?:'~~--~1
92 of 160

Owner.
Estimator:
Pro jed:
Phase:

LO\ AnRel~s
UR>

D!lp,utm~nt

of Transportiltlon

URS

LosAn,llelesStn!>&l'.ar
era~

c Cost Estimate

91'10/2014

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE - LA STREETCAR (WITHOUT UTILITIES) PREFERRED ALIGNMENT 7TH STREET ALIGNMENT

90.00

UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY
UNFORSEEN CONDmONS DURING CONSTRUCTION ·STANDARD 10% FOR TRANSIT PROJECTS
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING

RESTORATION OF HISTORIC STREETCAR SERVICE
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APPENDIX 9.2
Detailed Estimate of Public Utility Costs
7th Street Alignment

September 2014
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Los An~eles Department of Transportation
URS
Los An~eles Streetcar
Class C Cost Estimate

Owner:
Estimator
Project:
Phase:

9/ 17/ 2014

PUBLIC UTILITIES SUMMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

40.02.01
40.02.02
40.02.03
40.02.04

80

[

B

POWER-Including design contingency
WATER- Including design contingency

$23,082,639
$10,134,239
$4,398,624
$3,598,468

SANITARY SEWER- Including design contingency
STORM DRAIN-Including design contingency

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Subtotal (60-80)

c

$12,585,302

$

$14,783,126

12,585,302

$3,260,249

, , s~~~~n~~~~ .I

$14,134,138

I$

14,783,126

~

~-4,089;20_f

$3,829,600

$

90

D

TOTAL PUBLIC UTILITIES COST

I.:.
~,
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j

$16,602,442

I

Prole<t:

los Angeles Department of Transportation
URS
LDs Anula Strtetar

Phi•:

Class CCost tstlmate

OWner:
EsdiTUitor:

URS

09110/14

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE· PUBLIC UTILITIES. PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

984/EA)

-this assumes that the City of LA will approve Vault

EA

96 of 160

OWnN-;
Estimator.

los AnReles Department of TransportatiOn

URS

URS

Protect:

losAnttelesStreetcar

Ph as~:

Oass C Cost Estimate

tl!/1()1 14

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- PUBLIC UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT-7TH STREET

($16/Lr)

40.02.02.07

Broadway Main lines, replace existing in relocated trench, including ex. & backfill
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owner:
Eitlmator.
Pro!ett:

Phase:

URS

los AnRCies Department of Transportation
URS

tmAJt.:eluStrHttar

09/10/14

Cass c con Estimate

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- PUBLIC UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET
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Own!M':

los Angeles Depart ment ot fransportation

Fstlmdtor:

URS

Pro[ect:

Los AnAeles Streetcar
Class CCost EstimatE"

Phase:

09/l0/14

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- PUBLIC UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT-7TH STREET
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OWner:

Estimator:.

'"'le<t'
Phase:

LwAMer,, Department of Trimsportallon
Ul\.1
Los Anae1es Sueet:ear
Cau C Cost btlmate

URS

C19/10/14

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- PUBLIC UTILITIEs- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

80

80 PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES (applies
to ••
Cats.
10-50)
• . .......
•..• .,.. ···•· .,•. _.. ·----:· -.-- . ,..
-:..
•- ...
'''""! ·:- --~---

~--,-·

~

- , - ~--

· ·- ·- ~-

-~

-~.,. ._

':···"':.'"1•'~· .
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OWner:

losAntt~llu

Estlmitur:

URS

Pro lett:
Phase:

losAn~ti!lHSlri!l!1tar

DRp.artrnent ofTr.~n~pnrtat ion

09[t0/ ,4

Class C Cost Estimate

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE- PUBLIC UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

.

90.00
·· --·
·----·
~

90.01

UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY

-~

UNALl OCATION CONTINGf.NCY ·CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY· ALLOWANCE FOR
CHANGE ORDER & UNFORSEEN CONDITIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION· STANDARD
10% FOR TRANSIT PROJECTS

I

10%
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING

APPENDIX 9.3
Detailed Estimate of Private Utility Costs
~h

Street Alignment

September 2014
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Owner:
Estimator
Project:
Phase :

Los AnReles Department of Transportation
URS
Los Am~:eles Streetcar
Class C Cost Estimate

9/ 17/2014

PRIVATE UTILITIES SUMMARY- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH STREET

I
I
I

1
2
3
4
5

A
80

AT&TTelecom
FIBER OPTIC
CABLE TC
GAS
TRAFFIC CONTROL

Construction Subtotal (10- SO)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

B

subtotal (60-80)

C

Subtotal (10- 80) -------

90

$4,728,679
$1,317,677
$37,670
$1,467,504
$413,347

~ '$ _·

$5,554,468
$1,547,789
$44,249
$1,723,780
$485,531

·.. . 7,~64:m·J $2,063,318 r·.$ .

_f___
$

$2,708,058

UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY (10%)

I$

$2,764,846 I $

$1,067,294

-.J~.?i9~PIJ

3,180,978

I

· -$824,039- --]

12,536,796 · - -$3,247,683
$1,253,680

D

TOTAL PRIVATE UTILITIES COST -100%

r··~-·

E

PRIVATE UTILITIES COST AT 25% OF TOTAL

~· -. .. - :.. .SZ~il~l
:~
._, . ,. ~~-:: $760,333
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$2,423,644

$3,180,978

2,708,os8 ____$7ol,s28
10,672,936

. ~,3$$,$'1.$l

$3,041,331 ~ ~~·- .

. n·.....,e

$3,572,452

$893,113

I

Los Anaeles Department of Transportation

OWner:
Estimator:
Prolect:

IJts AnA ties Streetcar

Phn~:

Class CCost Estimate

URS

09/10/14

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE· PRIVATE UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT- 7TH ST.

appurtenances- GAS LINES NOT SHOWN IN

I

TF

AN ALLOWANCE

104 of 160

OWner:
Estlm<'ltor:
Prolect:
Ph<'se:

lofi AnJ:,@Ie\ Department uf TrAnsportation

URS
Lus Anp:eles Streetcar

09/10/14

Class C Cost Estimate

DETAILED COST ESTIMATE - PRIVATE UTILITIES- PREFERRED ALIGNMENT -7TH ST.

90.00
10%

90.01
CHANGE ORDER & UNFORSEEN CONDITIONS DURING CONSTRUcnON -STANDARD
10% FOR TRANSIT PROJECTS
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APPENDIX 9.4
Back-up Unit Price Calculations for Power Vault Replacement

September 2014
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Los Angeles Historic Streetcar
LADWP Vault Relocation -Tiers 1

Total Estimate

Unit Cost
Including GC
Description

Qty,

Unit

Trade Cost

Mark-ups

1

EA

$149,964

$165,321

1

EA

$162,186

$179,986

Tier 1

New LADWP Vault And Electrical Power - 10'x9'4"x6' ·· Including
ductbanks
New LADWP Vault And Electrical Power - 15'x9'4"x7'- Including
ductbanks

I

I

Excludes: traffic control, roadway demo/repave, engineering &
professional services, and agency costs. (These costs are included
elsewhere in the Streetcar estimate.)
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I

Los Angeles Historic Streetcar
New LADWP Vault And Electrical Power- 10'x9'4"x6'
MATERIAL

lABOR

-

....

Llbor Prod

.. .'

Description
m"

Qly,

..

no

'rec.astconcreteY~ It

lndud

irut1lll!r.

I

lilt 10'19'4.•6'

TOTAL CONTMCTOilCOST
ConlnmrCost- puctb;ank {165')! 6' x 6'1

IEs

1

..

ct

.
"

L5

160

ct

16
120

LOAD

TOTAL CONn.ltTOII COST

uo

Conduit Aad Encasement 6-6• pote, ~-s·

PEIKtrl

1

,...

"'"""''""
BactflnSiurry

-rt

...... ......
....1

DLTAAdj.
Factor

Labor Rate

~

'tK!rne-nts r URS St, ndards
Exciwatlon&hllllina.&bilckflll

.......

u.~

· Adustments

rDWPSt:Jndards

Remove Exlstlnl tlblt
lnsblll New 3CMCM JSKVCable (66Dlf
Splla!AndTI!rmlnat•
tiPoi:Tatln

TOTAl DWP COST

TOTAL COST

.,
I

l
1

l

C'l

..
..
If

L.!

L.!

"
Ll

0.

$73.37

...

$13..31

0.5
O.J
1.0

Buy
America
Factor

_..

$1331

125

19

...
..

....
"""
"· ....
" """

$183.00

0.1

$113.00
$113.00

183.

.

70
32

21!

$«..118

SubUnit Cost

$30.00

~-

$21.05

$85.

$5,151

su.soo
su.soo

$6,670
$1,416

$4,513

$375.00

$

$102.!

$2,1.54

,....

$1 050.00

$.SOO.OC

"'·"'
000

$1,000.00

"~

20S

$1.25
$1,0Cia.DD
000.00

"~
"~

~~

..

GCCost

...

$13:5.71
$20.00

$3,204

$7,1

$7,821
$7,680
519,782

$29,M12.

$2.9.402

$35,283

$12,046

$l1L71

$10))38
$5,929
$6,000
$25,413

""""

'""""

$S6,857

$1666
$37,573

$12,666

$1~,919

$14,919

$62.7<

$1 280

16,793

$),:1&8

$6

$375.00

$1 Ill
$12.711

$11,666
$12,711

$ 000
$600

$12.666.25

$24,192

$8,784

$1,784

$5,US

$~000

.......

$5765

$1260

1000

$14,.911.50
.50

$31,995

$30,SS7

SJ,ooo

$38,995

$59,879

$10,172

7

OH&P

$1 41S

$11L61

s

$6,517
$61100

Total Cost
lncludlnl GC

$1

so,...
$10SQ

$3,368

$ll.22

$4,075 •

Tn.. Cost

(Fiom
Subonni'ICiar
c...t
"'--a Unit Cost 1otll Trlde Cott
. - . . . ) M_.trfll Cost EqW,mantc:at.t

sz.m

$20.00

$11

$71.21

.......

025

$7,115
$7,200
$30,496

$37,573

'"

$73,112

$73.181

$149,g&l

$165,321

_H

L
lA

!XTINDED COST
lnd.MU

m

41.5

LUMP SUM

Labor Cost
Equipment Unft
Cost

••

$73.37
$73.37

--

EQJJIPMINT

lndlrects&

511'1

$.......
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$U,Boll

$149.964.49

Los Angeles Historic StreP.tcar
New LADWP Vault And Electrical Power -15'x9'4"x7'
LA80R

Dnaiptloa

ShHt

• •

Qtr,

..,

---- --- -

~:==~?~~~~~~~~~~;~:~---=::·

._:__
-_--F::£-

P--==--=r-~"=·~·~="~'"'~~lf:r'Pb>'fffilnd~5t2ll&•sulem~n'XCJ'4·x,· =r~-= 1
TOTAl.CXIHTAA<TORCOST
Contt"'tt«Cost-Duct~nt

--

a.barProd
bte

DllAAdj.
Factor

Total
Uborbte

Hours

EQUIPMENT

lndireds
& Buy
America

f.qulprM111Unlt

ractor

Cot:t

MaC1UDittost

~~-- - -

-__- -

.SUbUnlttost

sm

so

lS

S-73.3

30

S>9.,
s2 ooo

EA

160
53
16
120
U:O

LOAD
LF
LF

1.

1
480
1
1

LS
Lf
LS
lS

42,
0.1
32.
2L

410

Lf

LaborCost

- -- -

~:~:oo

x.oso.

_ 8<

1

Tnnf• Cost

EXTENDED COST

GC Cost

Labor
Cost tncl
MU(From
Subonctrador
Contract) M:nmalt:ost £qulpmerrtCost
Cost
TradeUnltCost TOUITndecon

---- f - -

-~~ -~:--- _:o,7
30.

LUMP SUM

s>,69a

----

s2.1s.

s2201

$10

s1.oso

$5...,

$:W,OCX

$3,104

$6,670
$1,416

$4,513

s~~:

- -·- -- - -- --

;~~:: -

---

Tabl Cast
lndudlntGC
OH&P

-

-

--

s:::!~ - s~;:

s:u2su

sn2s1

$2790

$12,52<

$-41,62U9

$-4~623

$-49,94

$6,00C

$6Z.7
$111.6
$375.
$211.78
$394.84

$10,03
$5,9
$6,00
25 413
$47.3

$12.
$7,1
$7,2
$30 4
_$56,85

1 ' • 'x

Trenclllng
BatkfiiiSiurry

Export
ConduttAnd Encasement !H;•
4·5·
, z...t•
TOTALCONTMCTOIICOST

1 rl 1EstJma -

Unh:

MAlEIUAL

WPSta

Rtmove ExistlnJ Cable
1nstaliNew3CMCM35KVcablt(660lfl
SpllceAndTerm1~t&

Hi Pot T

TDTAlDWPCOST

Cf

a

0.5

$73.3
$73.37

o.

$2:1.05

$85.

$3,368

$375.01:

$73.3

130
27

$102.3

64
7(1
48
3Z

$50(J.
$40.0(
$4,07S.
$1,000.1

n,:uo

$13,133
$21,22

S16,193

3,358

$6,

r
5mli
~

~

SO%

410

lA

$1U
$183.
$18J.OO
11!_.00

2~

$1,000.00
$1.25
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

2~

lR
26"

$11,

-1-..,.,,.,

___ _

H

5
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__ ..

$8.784
$S 765

$11,666
$U,78
$8,784
$5

$14,192
$5,135
$1 250

$1.000
l 000

$12,666.2
$78.28
$14,918.
024.

$12,661
$37,5
$14,91!
B

$12,66E
$37,57
$14,9l
02

$38,_?_!5

$38,99

$30,$1

$3,600

S1S2.46

$7l,l8J

$73,18

$66,11

$38,995

$67,379

$10,172

$12.

1

I
TOTALCOST

125
1

$1,000

$600

__
$18.52

$337.89

$162,18

$179,98~
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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APPENDIX 9.5
Escalation Calculations

September 2014
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Owner:
Estimator:
Proiect:
Phase:

los Angeles Department of Transportation
URS
los AnReles Streetcar
Class C Cost Estimate
-

.
'

•••

'

•
-~-

- - --

--

-

--

oC

-·

ES~ALATION CAL~U.lATION

.
•

--

--

---

.

--

START CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
MID-POINT:
END CONSTRUCTION

, MID~POINT

_.li....,.;,.._ __

~--

•

-

•

•

--•

-

- - - -

-

- - - -

--

-

•

----~

- ·FOR CONST~UCTJON COST
~; ..
· ,;
OF CONSTRUCTION
·.
.
..
·r,
u,' · :. - '•
-~- ~'--~.-.!- - - 4...-._ •.___

••

- - - ___.__

----

--

.....

_..._

-·=.

,- ·•

--

7/4/2017
26 MONTHS
8/3/2018
9/2/2019

ESCALATION PER YEAR =

Years

9/17/2014

~ <

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
6.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
7.1

12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/31/2016
12/31/2017
8/3/2018

mo
mo
mo
mo
mo

2.01%
4.00%
4.01%
4.00%
2.36%

ESCALATION :

URS LA Streetcar ROM Estimate OJJS D45 091714.xlsx

111

of

160

or

1.0201
1.0400
1.0401
1.0400
1.0236
17.46%

Owner:
Estimator:

Los AnReles Department of TransPOrtation

Project:

Los Angeles Streetcar
Class C Cost Estimate

Phase:

URS

URS

9/17/2014

ESCALATION CAlCUlATION- VEHICLES & lAND ACQUISJTI-ON - ---

__

- --- -

-l

__ ·--"·· . ___ __,_ __ ~ ~- ____ __ !

-· _I?AJ~ 0~ A~~l!I~ITI_Dr~L __ __ __

7/1/2017

PURCHASE DATE
ESCALATION PER YEAR =

Years

__

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
4.00%
4.00%

12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/31/2016
7/1/2017

6.0
12.0
12.0
6.0
0.0

mo
mo
mo
mo
mo

2.01%
4.00%
4.01%
1.99%
0.00%

ESCALATION:

URS LA Streetcar ROM Estimate OJJS 045 091714.xlsx 112 of 160

or

1.0201
1.0400
1.0401
1.0199
1.0000
12.54%

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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VALUATION REPORT
LA STREETCAR
Consultation- Downtown Los Angeles Land Value Range & Related Information
200 Master Subcontract
Los Angeles, CA

CBRE File No. 14-251 LA-1508

Mr. Steve Ortmann
Vice President
Mr. John Swartz, CPE
Senior Estimator/Project Manager

URS CORPORATION
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700
Los Angeles, CA 90017

VAlUATION & ADVISORY SERVICES

CBRE

CBRE, Inc.
400 S. Hope Street, 25'h Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071

www.cbre.com

July 8, 2014

Mr. Steve Ortmann
Vice President
Mr. John Swartz, CPE
Senior Estimator/Project Manager

URS CORPORATION
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Phone: (213) 996-2207
E-mail: steve.ortmann@urs.com
john.swartz@urs.com
RE:

LA Streetcar
Consultation - Downtown Los Angeles Land Value Range & Related Information
200 Master Subcontract
Los Angeles, CA

CBRE File No. 14-251 LA-1508
Dear Mr. Ortmann and Mr. Swartz:
At your request, we are providing a range of value for large development sites, located in Downtown Los
Angeles, for potential use as layover facilities for the proposed LA Streetcar. Three sites (the S.W. corner
of 11th and Olive, the N.W. corner of Hill and 5th, and the east side of the 200 block of South Broadway
through to Hill Street) hove been considered for this use. This appraisal is intended to provide an
indication of the probable value of these or similar sites, on a per square foot (of land area) basis. It is
not a specific appraisal of any of those three actual sites.
This assignment is for the use of URS Corporation, and assignees, to assist in estimating the potential
cost of the proposed LA Streetcar project.
The date of value was July 1, 2014. The legal rights appraised were the fee simple. The definition of
market value used is as follows:

Definition of Market Value
The term "market value", as used in this report, is defined as follows:
a)

The fair market value of the property taken is the highest price on the date of
valuation that would be agreed to by a seller, being willing to sell but under no
particular or urgent necessity for so doing, nor obliged to sell, and a buyer, being
ready, willing and able to buy but under no particular necessity for so doing, each
dealing with the other with full knowledge of all the uses and purposes for which the
property is reasonable adaptable and available.
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b)

The fair market value of a property taken for which there is no relevant market is its
value on the date of valuation as determined by any method of valuation that is just
and equitable.
Source: Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1263.321.

Analysis/Methodology, Scope of the Assignment
Shown on the following page is a chart of sales and sales negotiations for large development sites,
located in Downtown Los Angeles, purchased or negotiated since January 1, 2013. Additional data on
each comparable is contained in the Addenda to this report. In analyzing these sales, key factors are as
follows:
1) We hove concentrated on com parables in proximity to the Historic Core area of
Downtown Los Angeles. We hove specifically excluded several (highly publicized) recent
sales on the west side of Downtown Los Angeles, at significantly higher prices.
2) Values are rising rapidly, the earlier comporables require significant upward adjustment.
This is particularly true of sites in the Historic Core. This effect is accentuated when the
(often lengthy) escrow periods are considered.
3) The comparables include sites selling without entitlements, sites selling with full
entitlements, sites contracted for sale without entitlements but with a contract time period
allowing the buyer to obtain entitlements (essentially exercised options}, and soles of sites
entitled but being re-entitled by the buyer. Our analysis assumes on unentitled site, but
also assumes that the subject use (a street car layover facility, potentially as part of a
larger mixed-use development) is on allowed use under applicable LA City zoning.

Land Value Analysis
The comparable sales range from a low of $287 to a high of $544 per square foot, averaging $393.55
per square foot. The most recent, and those located slightly west of the subject area (in the South Park
neighborhood) ore generally the highest priced. (In particular, Comparables 11, 12 and 13, at $287 to
$290 per square foot, are 15 to 18-month old recordings. Eliminating these three raises the average
price to $425 per square foot.)
Several of the lower priced soles require upward adjustment for various restrictions, typically retained
parking rights.
Note that the time trend factor is somewhat hidden, long escrows are common in this market.
Note also that there ore additional transactions now under contract in the Historic Core area, with prices
reported as being over $400 per square foot, but not yet documented or confirmed.
Comparing several of these sales, similar in size and located in immediate proximity over time, gives
strong evidence of the rapid appreciation:
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Comparable No.

2
13
2
5

Date
June 2014
Jan. 2013

Price/SF

Remarks

$544
$287

Same buyer, separated by public alley.

June 2014

$544
$470

Same buyer, neighboring sites.

Jan.2014

The buyer (the Hanover Group) is a major developer, both in Downtown Los Angeles and in other cities.
(Comparable 1, Park stt-, at $401.85 per square foot, is one of the three sites referenced on page one,
previously considered for the subject use.}

Value Conc:fusion
Under these terms and conditions, it is my opinion that the appropriate value is within the range of
$450 to $525 per square foot of gross land area.
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Additional Issues
We have also been requested to address two additional issues: 1) the probable escrow costs to
purchase such a site; and 2) the analysis or calculation used in the area by the City of Los Angeles in
valuing (and selling) additional development rights. These are discussed below.

Escrow Costs
Escrow costs in this market, generally paid by the buyer, are in the range of $3,500± .

-Note ihot ts applies to escrow costs only, other transaction costs (title insurance, legal, etc.) ore not
included.
Transferable Development Righls
Potentially the subject facility will occupy only the ground floor of a multi-story mixed-use project. We
have therefore prepared a ·summary description of the process of purchasing and valuing transferable
development rights, also known as transferable floor area rights (fFARS). A process and pricing
mechanism has been established by the City of Los Angeles, allowing the purchase and transfer of
additional development rights. Authorized in April of 2007 (L.A. City Ordinance #178592), it allows
for the transfer of additional development rights from a "donor" site (primarily the L.A. City owned
Convention Center) to "receiver" sites located within most of the subject area.
The formula for pricing these additional development rights is as follows:
1) The fee simple value of the receiver site per square foot of land area is established by
either recent sale or appraisal;
2) The resulting donor site value per square foot is divided by six, the floor area ratio (or
permitted building to land ratio, not o height limit) in most of the subject area;
3) The resulting dollar amount (price per sq. ft. + 6) per floor area ratio is then multiplied by
40%;
4) A "TFAR Transfer Payment" of the greater of 10% or $5 per square foot is added to the
Item 3 result (price per sq. ft. + 6 x 40%) above.
It is important to note that this analysis treats all development rights the some, whether ground floor or
top floor. This obviously is not always true.
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A sample calculation (from a presentation to CBRE by the law firm of Munger Tolles) is contained in the
Addenda to this report.
Respectfully Submitted,

CB RICHARD ELLIS, INC.

Valuation & Advisory Services

David A. Zoraster, MAl
Director
California State Certification No. AG001735
Phone: (213) 613-3658
Fax:
(213) 613~3005
Em a i I: david .zoraster@cbre.cam
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I CERTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISAL

CERTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISAL
I certify to the best of our knowledge and belief:
1. The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2. The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and
limiting conditions and ore our personal, impartial and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and
conclusions.
3. We have no present or prospective interest in or bias with respect to the property that is the subject of
this report and have no personal interest in or bias with respect to the parties involved with this
assignment.

4. My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined
results.

5. My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting
of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the
value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly
related to the intended use of this appraisal.

6. This appraisal assignment was not based upon a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation,
or the approval of a loan.

7. My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in
conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, as well as the requirements
of the State of California.

8. The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.

9. The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by its
duly authorized representatives.
10. As of the date of this report, David
of the Appraisal Institute.

A. Zoraster, MAl, has completed the continuing education program

11. As of the date of this report, David A. Zoraster has completed the Standards and Bhics Education
Requirement of the Appraisal Institute for Associate Members.

12. No specific property is the subject of this appraisal. David A. Zoraster, MAl, has made a personal
inspection of the three sites considered for this use, and of the comparables used in the report.
13. No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the persons signing this report.

14. Valuation & Advisory Services operates as an independent economic entity within CBRE. Although
employees of other CBRE divisions may be contacted as a part of our routine market research
investigations, absolute client confidentiality and privacy were maintained at all times with regard to
this assignment without conflict of interest.
15.David A. Zoraster, MAl, has provided real estate services for properties in the area analyzed over the
past three years.

David A. Zoraster, MAl
Director
California State Certification No. AG001 735
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27"

$aliiPf!ca:

~!10
.. .~

G~nd ,._..,.. • 3~!!;01~ 111vd,.•

Flilandilg:.
CaSff E(J.Pfice:

MiJx FAR:

Fwiltil9l!:

[qJ~;;q

tUICI
175;alley- ~1;

Analysis
~~~e:

~P,A~i l.!lt <\ Vai:an(~al .

Propoeed Use or Dev.
Price Par~;

.2i4:.Unlt Apt. wl Rttaif

Prk;e ~l!r:S.F~ L,and:

Wt-111
$i2,336
$8:J,8$'

Plice l>ar:Unit
PrtCii Per SF'pf Bldg:

·==~~=-2tlt3,111C17tl

S2$,3!10,~

~Ia. COsts:
Adj. Sale Price:

m.soo.ooo.

Ve.rt1jQilfori;

.PubliC
p;ny ~;CCiflftdllntllil3rd
- . . . .. ..... .. - . .

$20;45ii,01B

C:8AE
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LAND SALE . No~

S;

Len nat·ASsemblage;

Locaiio.n oata.
L.ocati11n:

'Coi.rrily;

P!li'CGi No:

1i1Dt•to27 B. Ollvdltreet
~Vi- Ql;mJ!k< llo.uktv'!nl
Loa An;gti."~ DQ015
Uiii Ai'lil~
st»o09{1,¥;14); 51;u1o-i

AilE~~~~ Ref:

Physical Data

TYP$:
.~lid~~

Nul~ily

-.

.~

$qu.-e F,es!:
Topography:
~~

.,....

1.tQO

t.07!!

5.4.01_2:

4:~~,

Lmilt Atstr.l~

Yes
Zoriing:

~~~-:40.0

AlkJwlilll!) Blj!g ArB~;
Fioor ArM Ratio:

·ua·

f"lmllnclal Data
T!vnuc:lllln ~:
~
Miuleling Time:

Bale

1f2014

GrairtOI::

&.Months
LJ{ 11101 !5 OliVe LLC.(L&R) &

't8G,~~F

No. 11! uljt&:

2111

~~-~

201•1:i0114& & 1ilie44

Max FAR!

&JIG

Sale·Price:

Frontll!!e:

:S. ~ ._ -3DO;W. Olympic Blvd.

F~Jilj;

$20~!GOG
eah 111 set1er

Cash Eq.Ptb:

$2il,ooo,oo0

~·13il;.

.

Blyllrfst ~Inc. {lhtlan Villae-)
(LMC 1101 011\ie
(l.ennaJ1
. .Hlildlngl
.
. Lf.C

On~. Cos!s:

Use At Sale:
~L!Mor~,

·f:irice PerAa'e:
Pr~Pi·PiltSF ~ .L!Ind:

· ~. Lot

.......,.
lill!!l!fl!rnlr

ht.:Sal&~iica:

.Verific8tJm:

~.liliii,IIIIO

J.Sr.r

.....

$42S.IJ

.$107.11
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l.AND SALE No. 6
This IS.thli auem!Jiage.cf i.o adjilcentsltils fo!mnn&j:Om!11ned 46.~~nHoot (~ ~ 111ciang~laralta,' ~ aHhl! .
~...-~~Of~~Oijmpi~BOu~.andsiJIII!TQI~.~~~~~-$0ulhParkriei9hliorhoodOf~LOOAngl!IS. The'
slti! blltP~.a liOrlh-eiiUtl:tal'!sY. Ills~ !!JQiila; e:ast. cif l.A.Uw, )ljl!!il ~ ·~lheastiJf RalphS !Wp~t, 'ilfi\l t!~ii bJock north.

mlha ;proposedDowntownSUae!..-~-·~I!Qis~,ahlgli;de.i~m~Jfamityrjsid$nlialzoili,,wll~ ·a'~FARQf
6:1 an~ ,13;1 .possii;,Je throllgt. TFAA. The majority Of lhlt slte (34,915 s:~uare fi!etexterlding soutt~ from OlymptQ. BOIAeVjjrd)was.
uri11~ thetiOlliof.~~ PI!~ co1J1r1ic;L A.15,220:Jqu~ ~-blpC!l~rtlon was~ for~~· 100-imit(12
~JWO'\, 12 ~room, 1% s!udics and I'Qur liv'e-vloJi! ljn~) apartment; \llill\107 pa!klng !IPBceB In 8 tfl~.iM!I ~.blsllJinean

il'

~

{laliona.i'~

Ji!. Lennar. a
de'O'IIfoper. Who put lh83V38-square-!oci comer piece underconiract in.·approximateJy
Jjlna 2013;i&t J12Jl!)ti))OO; Q.-:~78-12 persq~ie fl)lrt'Qf Jarid ~"' ~~!!eli~~~~"""· proptlliy was ~ ~!t
..
,mariiBtad"!Qr ••- The!lllle~.·T!!co!ded 111 Ja]luary 2014. V~cllliQII was wltlrthneller, a ~pr. ~ pa~rklliO o~rlilar Who
.Vi1i! nildl ilonili,paildng rlghlS bUtWD'Jid not efllbonlfe.
.. .
, .. . .. . .
_ . ..
.
.
. .
'Wlllli.l ~~~ C!IJ!II!acl for ~ llClf'lil!r J.ife, Lellllll[ ~ to 11CqUite the a~nt 15;22o-square;.'foot ala, This transac!lor. closed in
~ruiry201411l$8,01l0.000, .eif$525.62 PEII'81lliaiefliot ilflaiJd lii'P~ This Wa&att;O;~dired d6!il ~·· 1111! selfl!f (Urb<iB Yilil!IJ~
Devalopment Colli'any, an OmngaCounty.basad developer). wi)a i!~ the &~i~ JliM 2013 fot$4,560,000; .or ~9~6,1 Wi
-~~Jtntfliol. ·Lf!b1!i Vldage wentundorcoimact In Juna 20t2 and exerc!slld several'extensloM IB order to Dlilaln entitlements prior to
the: ~

Of

•.·.. :

.

.

'Tha·combln=(:ha~;e ~ !$ $20;!)00;000, er $425.93 jlerii(ji,i,li~ .b l! Qf lail!f ~ ln Dei::8~f~l3. 1h8 bliy8r Clbt8i~
.er1tiilsments ror a 68¥en:.etory mill8lklse projec'~ conslatifio af2D~ apartments, 3.96Zfill!J8rll rest of iTQI!nd noor. commercial, .~4 .
Ye1,11clli Pli!ldlllt $Pf!C!II! and 223 ~it:ydi! parkilig ~- with a groli!i bulldi!IQ area iif 1&6,726.squa:r~~Jeet

CBRE
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LANQ

examiner Lots
LDcafiOn Data
·11DIS. Hil!,$~

12ti1

s......, $tree1

LoS:~; ~)1~15.
'Cou~:

Los An. . .

Parcel Nil!

51~11-GMio St311-o011

Alias Ref: .
.Phy&ical Data

•83Us
lked.U.

alllllia
.2;150

ft.l1a

Sq~~~n Feet

J:ojJOgi'ill;lhy.

Shape:
U$i1le$:
~J!g:·

Uiiiiblil

·a.1so
•:s;ttr

:~ At ltriiii.Gr!!.~,
··Rect.l~

~~lime:

T91~-

CU0.0

Allowable Bldg Area:
.floOr~ Ra)io:
MIP.FAR;
FrtJnlsiQe:

Ana~ is

firlce.PerSF Q('.l.l!nd:
PriDI! PerUhlj:
Price Per SF d Bldg:

NA

~

~~U.I!~QI?f!S.J!jc..

Gi-aAtee:

FC Broadway & HIU LlC{!'oresl.

DocwneritfiiQ.;
S'lle Prlca;

No.of'unlls:

Use At Sale:
PJ'Qpoae!f USG,i:ir~.
Pricii Pilr Jiae:··

TI'!'~J'P.I

Daie:

City}

.

Fll18nciiiiSI:

21113-176$211'! &1765218
$27,0110,(1011
C:ash ~ S.ller

CaShER.!;'~

$21,0110,000

Onsilalorrsila.Costs:

hrldng Lcii:

Adj. $~1~ Prl.te:
V¥lit;ii~lan:

~

$21,0110,000
UeiingB~~r

t12,523.1111
$211M
~.054

CBRE
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LA,ND SAL,~ No. 7
Comments
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Url:U.!n Slle$
Location Data.
1 114-1120 ,r; G;j!nd AV8M

1fm!·111.,,1155, 11110.~11211, 122l
Oiive;i!111'itii; 121M221.HIY;

..

203Pii;O

..

.

Los ~les.CA 1101115

t:oilirtYparcel N9:

~

S..iol.lf

~Rrd:

PI\Yalcid n.ta
T~:·

-.....q.e

l.ei'llfAre~.:

--11.7111 .u.1;7.0

ivxeJ:

-~

$qliilreF~

Topography.

Leva~ At&ir.t Gnul11

Shliii€.
lili'ililili:

Jn'lliii'-r
ToSila

Zorllnq:

·~1!,~1].()

AI)Owa!Jie Bldg fWa:,.

1,512,1J1D~'

Floor.Allilil lWiO::

uQ

252,085

Tl:'a~ 'fYpa':,

Date:
~TBila:

918ntor:

..

11112013

711oittht;
Ewq

M.cklJ.-.
2013-1.t3$2lil; t•W&D; f~71;

1435272

Nc:i, (!!' !l"ilr.

Sale Pricll:
Anandng:

$84,5DII,ODO
e.ti to $eller

MBifAR:

Clish Eq,Prjce:

~.SOQ,OOO

~COslsr

F~:

Analy.Js
'Us&.~~:

PiQilrlly

Sli..._ P•rtdlll

~j.

Sale riil;e:

\hiiti~

Proposed u.e otDev.

MilLed-Use (RIIIICieMiaJ. Hotel&'

Price Per ilae:

S14,&ii1~1

$J4,500;DOO
~Public Recordti

R$11).:

$3JUO.

.Piice Perunit:
Price Per SF of Bl~

$5$.87'

CBAS
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LAND SALE No. 9
lc)cation D;Jta
121..12311 &. (iiwnd Avenue

12fS..1niS. olive StnMrt
LC111 AnaeleS.-CA ,JQ815
~;AnP.Iiiii
51~7)'

~

Psro81No:
Allli$ Ref;

, ,~.

PhYJieal Data.
TytKI;

l.anll Area:

.1\i:rHf
Sqilarii·Feut

.....,..,.

$111~

i:Jdiiies;.
Allowable BiduAree;
floor -'tell R81JD~
I\ID. tifunlbt
Max FAR:.
fl'tll'llag8:

.~720

111,5.1ill

~.~ltriwl

T~:

'Ziilllng:

.%720

11&,518

c...

~.co.:Q

iii~Dt$F

Mci·
6.01'

A-., --4C13;!)11'Yfl St. • . .
seo:Pico B!V'4.··150;12tb St, •1";

$nlnd

UsliicAt$ale:

Pirl!klli 14

PrapDMd U&e .Dr Oil\i'.

:&lit.UnftApMment w1 Rwtall
$(&,53t.~

P~
or~=:
Price .Par; Unit.
Prtee P~S: of Bldg:

$:m-1.1

rer-"'

t3nirdi:ir:

G12 Piirfneri, U.C
1211 S Olwil sl!Mt 'ow lP {Wallf

GranteB:'

~.

Pnce h .Aaa:

9/2013
:Silranthll

~~

Tasw.t
•

Tlallldln~

Dale:

~o,)

Docmnent No..:

1420211

~P!fee:

~.DOO,liQD

Fliiandng:'

Ca'idl to Selltir
$.t5ACID.IIOII

Cash E"q.f'rii:e:
~e:CI)IIIs:

Adj~ Sale Price:

~,000.@0

V~ificaliOii:

1-liltll1gB~

SlY.,
$11.12

CBFIE
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t

m S..lllln stmt

.t

223'8. Lol: ~- StrNt

l

~AngeleS.~ ~12

·~~

.Pal'clll :NO::

.~~
~181.a211-{034' ~

Ai!i~t;W:

~-G4

Phy.Jca(Data

TWS: ,
Landiwa:

~folllllly

pmu

1...,

.~ l

6qutre Feei:
T~;

S!IIPiil;

FlnanCilil Da ..

G. .
~ .~loi~

Utilities:
Z'o(tilg:

Y•

Aliowalilll Bldg .Atea:.
FJocir Area ~!¢·

2fU1i8F

~

Ul

Fl'!lplagil:

a. .... ~- ,11;1!!. L!lll Anlfellt!!

18.80

AriaI)'!is

Piosx-d usa or Dev.
l'rilz! per Ai:ra:

F'r!ci! i;iar SF bl Land:
F'rlce Per Unit:

Price Perm=·or "'kit

~rfla ~iiii.kl\

z:ai-UnitA.,L:w; bbiiJ
.,fjU.u
•.-.m

512o1;.

Mallieilng Tma:

1tlliDnth5

~ntcn':·

La VRiil Cciri1Dntii U.Cf228 'S Main

S1*tLLC .. . .

.

Oocumert~o~

231

.lhii,l\t Slil8:

e.c:~

~

Gr;in!f¥t;

'No. Df unils:
Malt FAA:

st.-1~:

Tflirlllldlcm ,.~

Salef>rioe;
Ai11wilng:

$15,750,1100

Cil&tit;q~;

$:f.S.7SO.:OOO

On&ltiliOirliile Costs;
Adj. sal!l.Piice:
Vll1fk;lll!®;

c.tl to Selier

$15,750,0C10
Lliiltj1g B.~

Sii!-'Ti

$72:24

CBRE
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LAND SAL!: No.11

LocatJO.n·Data
043-957 S. B!Vaiflitay
County:.
P~No.:

1.aa Af91n, riA 11001s
LOll AngeleS
.MB !111,~03;(!07; ~,-0«!9,

Aiias Rat.
Physical Data
Type:
l,Sricl Atua:
.Aaes:
sqiiareF~

Topography;
Shape:
utllties:.
Zonii'IQ;

Alk;I\Aiiitile Bldg .AM:
Floo! Area Ratio:
liiO.• oh:J~;

llubla.
OA70

0.470

20,610
Genetall)tl..evel

20;~0
T1!111$1,!Cilo~ Type:'

~lar

Wiit~

r•

~'{"mie:

LA:C2

Ma!CFAR:

uo

.Frorlage:

Brollcmy- 'llii;OJymplc: • 151;

Analysis
.J.I$e At Sale:

~,.,~naiot

P~fl Use

Multlbmlly D~op:nent
$12.144,118
S2SD.28

Of Oev.
Prlee Per Al:re;
Plica Pfi(Sf ilf.l!!rld:
Priccli PerUnti:

Sill•

~1

~"

Gra(iti;lt .

.l ...R~(:~~

!.bote.:

Agoura Oaks U.C (Eia~ $1iy)

~11\~.:

13-~

Sale Price:
Fliiillir;ii!llj:
Cash Eq.Prica:

iG.oDDpoo
Ca$li to Seller

SI,DOO,ooO

OilllleiOffSI!e COsts:
Alj),: Saki Pi'le~t:

~.~.OQO

V~:

Seller

Prlc:e Pilr,SF pf~ldg:

. COmments
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._.,.~a~

LaerAnge~_'tA

10013

~

Courity:
Pan::t;:l.No:
Atlaa R&f:

514o.f24.(011 to~

834-F4

Physical Data
L~ijn~~:

Aaes:
$11utre Feet
TopdQrapliY.:

t-\AIIIInietGntcle

S"-1*

~

Utir~s.::

T!Bibl
dt.,4D

Ma~r~

~l!lont!la

.Granlor:

40ci Broadway Jll..aza·u.c.

.'5.83.

Graniee:

Zoning:

..,,7

..wa:

35;117
Tranllll;dl!!!l~

Sill

.Date:

2iao1S

fd~a~a .

Floor Area Ratio:
Np. ofuniiS:'
M!JXFAR:·
FI"DD118ga:

AmJiysls
'iJse A1 Sale:

-~No:.::

·ue
s. aro.....,, . ~;w. ..u-. $iaiet151;

•

Sala:Plica:
~

~-~-Price:

~Costs:·

........,

Raid &P.tdng

Adj. sal!! Pilce:

~~~-..,_

Verilli:aUan:

P.rOpciMct wa«o.ev.
P.rioe Per Aa:e!

S1i-.,i2i

PrbFerSFdl;,li~

$2!11.0S'

Prict·Per Unil:
Piioa.Per SF of Bldg;
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a..htosener
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LAND SALE. NC). 13
Hanover a~. ()lymp)c .&
L!)Catlon Data

tli!l

11$-f4tS. HilS~

los Anjreles, CA JGG't5
COliritf.

Lilt~llil

Pan:ei No:

11~~· toi;:I.G,24)

AI~ R!!f.

634-e$

,Physical Data

'type:
lBild Area;
Al:nitr.:
squllf'9F$1!f.

ToJXl!!rilllhY:
Sl'l~:

Mill~

~

u :'tQ

U1D

..-;068
Level, Ai titn:et .Grade

~CI&I

Ulir~

ReCtllrigi.if!i;
ToSHis

Zani:l!F

(QJR5-4D'

-'l~l!iB!dg~B:

U4,853 '~

Floor Area Ratio:

U .1

NO; Of.liiilt!i:

217

MexFAR:

s.oo

Ftontage:

Hill St.: ~ .caii;Oiyll1jiic: Blvd. •
14t;Mi~ PL (..l.y) • 430;

Analysts

FIP&~cllil

Datil

Tran&ii.C!ID!1."!);18:

!Nlit..

Dille:

112013
NA

Maiketirili 11m~:

Granter.

illerwlo MaddUir 915-aG 8 Hili

~runtee:

Sal!lb Part. a..~ntlld LLC

Oocilnlerit' NO.:

121132'
ti8.DIKI,OOO

(H~

Sale PriCe:
l"Jl1Bl!dngCilsh Eq.Price:
O~ite

Costs:

UseAtSale:

PlrrtdnaLot

Adj; Sa~ Prica:

P~IIQ !}Sis orDev.

zsr..u~ ~ ~~. ~n.

'v8riilcatlon:·

Prlce•PetAcre:
Pilce Pft SF iif I.Jmd:

$12,511i~11i8

.¢ .nh to &elier
·$11,1!0q,OOO

$400,01)0
"'8;400,0110
~ontldential .

W1:111

Price Pi,l:r Unit

·~111

PriCe Per SF of BldQ:

SSU!l

commentS . .
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SAMPLE PRICING CALCULATION -TRANSFERABLE DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
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Project Delivery Method Analysis
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

RESTORATION OF HISTORIC STREETCAR SERVICE
OVERVlEW OF PROJECT DELIVERY METHODS

Overview of Project Delivery Methods
For purposes of generating this Independent Cost Estimate, it is assumed that the chosen delivery
method will be a Construction Manager at Risk method, utilizing a construction firm independent ofthe
designer that will construct the system per an established engineering and specification set of contract
documents. Variations in delivery methods offer different options, with corresponding benefits and
risks, in the contracting and execution of the project.
There are three primary methods for delivery to consider, with different contracting arrangements and
risk shifting dynamics. There are a continuum of variations and hybrids of each of these methods in use,
and the specific implementation should be driven by the needs, concerns and risks of the project. The
cost impact of the relative methods are not accurately quantifiable as between the options, with
schedule, scope and funding being undefined and customizable. Option 3 below may take on of many
forms with regard to private contribution to capital cost, and can be more accurately quantified based
on specific decision making with regard to the scope.

1. CONSTRUCTION MANAGER/GENERAL CONTRACTOR (CONSTRUCTION MANAGER AT RISK)- This
delivery method is characterized by the owner's separate contract with a builder from its contract with a
designer. This approach is the most common delivery method for streetcar projects given that it
streamlines the design process for challenging items like utilities.
Advantages
Maximum Control of Design, Quality Requirements, Features, Function by Owner
Design Phase Delays do not prompt contractor claims
Industry Familiarity
Disadvantages
Owner fully at risk for problems, errors and omissions in the design documents
Can add schedule duration due to reduction in sequencing, additional competition
Best Practices
Early Involvement of Builder in Design Phase (Design Assist) to review constructability,
means and methods implications, logistics, value engineering and cost management
Prequalification and Best Value selection of Builder
Constructability review and coordination of design package by 3rd party
Examples
Portland Streetcar (multiple project phases)
Seattle Streetcar (multiple project phases)
Tucson Streetcar
Cincinnati Streetcar
61h Street Bridge
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2. DESIGN BUILD- This delivery method is characterized by a single contractor between the owner and
a Design Build team, consisting of a designer and contractor. This approach is more common in other
project types including facilities, light rail and highway, but is typically less common for streetcar
projects due to the design risk involved with items such as utilities.

Advantages
Shifting of design issue risk to party most in control of quality
Potential schedule compression based on single competition, phasing, logistics innovation

Disadvantages
Release of some level of control with regard to details of design and materials by Owner
Design phase delay may have a larger impact on project costs

Best Practices
Complete and detailed Program Criteria package or bridging documents
Design Phase involvement by owner, milestones and completeness requirements for
deliverables

Examples
Crenshaw Line
Expo Line Phase II
Atlanta Streetcar
Dallas Streetcar
3. PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP {P3} - P3 delivery methods involve the inclusion of a private interest
in the funding of capital projects by including anticipated revenue streams or operational costs to a
developer to offset capital cost. These may include operation and maintenance as part of the service, as
well as design and construction services. This is known as Design Build Operate Maintain (DBOM)
delivery. Financing may also be included in a Design Build Finance Operate Maintain (DBFOM), which
may allow the execution of a capital project that may otherwise be lacking funds for construction. There
is presently no example of a streetcar project utilizing DBOM or DBFOM, but there are multiple
precedents for transit projects.

Advantages
Infuses private capital into municipal project, creating or supplementing existing funding
Can result in an operationally efficient facility or system due to incentive
Can reduce administrative and operational burden on municipality
Can shift risk of unforeseen changes, costs or efficiencies away from owner

Disadvantages
Criteria and Requirement Documents must protect the owners interest and function of the
system for its intended use
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Longevity and expected lifecycle of physical product must match the complete life
expectancy duration, not merely the DBFOM duration of operation
Best Practices
Explicit requirements regarding longevity, quality, efficiency and operation of system
Proforma and Financial Viability of underwriting and operating forms on developer team
Experienced and Qualified Owner's representative
Examples
Hudson-Bergen Light Rail (DBOM, New Jersey)
Tren Urbano (DBOM, Puerto Rico)
Eagle Commuter Rail Project (DBFOM, Denver)
PROCUREMENT COMPARISON
At this stage of project development, a comparison of costs between delivery methods is uncertain. A
CM/GC delivery may involve a longer project schedule as opposed to Design Build or P3 (increasing
costs), but may result in cost savings in the design itself relative to Design Build or P3 {decreasing costs).
The net effect is unknown at this stage. Other considerations beyond cost and schedule may also
influence the choice of delivery method, including factors such as risk, owner control, and project
financing (as discussed above).
Design-Bid-Build vs. CMIGC vs. Design Build
Dnlgn·Bid.Sulld

Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMIGC)

Design-Build

Source: a Accelerating Project Delivery Methods," Federal Highway Administration
https://www.fhwa.dot.govfeverydaycounts/projects/methods/fntro.cfm
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Los Angeles

~ Department of Water & Power
Commission

ERIC GARCETTI
~JilT

June 26, 2014

MEL LEVINE, f'mirhnl
WILLIAM W. FUNDBRBURI< JR., VIet Prtsldtnt
JILL BANKS BARAD
MICHAEL F. FLEMING
CHRISTINA E. NOONAN
BARBARA E. MOSCHOS, S«rtlary

MARCIE 1... EDWARDS
~~~rRfM•IIllgtl'

Mr. Steve Ortmann, VICe President
URS Corporation
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700
los Angeles, CA 90017
Dear Mr. Ortmann:
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Water Distribution Division (WOO) is in
agreement on the scope of work and assumptions that URS Corporation (URS) has
applied to developing the Independent Cost Estimate for the Downtown Streetcar
Project.
At this stage of the project, it is understood that WDD and URS are operating with
certain limitations on data and information and that this information will be refined
throughout the design development, which may change the assumptions. However,
WOO has provided feedback and direction to URS staff for the purpose of this estimate.
WOO will continue to work with URS, City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation,
and City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering to further
refine the utility relocation requirements as the project is implemented, to stay engaged
as the project develops. and to work with the project team to identify opportunities to
reduce utility relocation cost impacts on the overall project.
Please contact me at (213) 367-1064 if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Steven R. ole
Manager of Engineering
Water Distribution Division

Los Angeles Aqueduct Centennial Celebrating 100 Years of Water 1913·2013
111 N. Hope Street, Los Angeles, California 90012-2607 Mnili"g addms: Box 51111, Los Angeles, CA 90051-5700
Telephone: (213) 367-4211 www.LADWP.rom
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Swartz, John
Subject:

FW: LA Streetcar- Revised Cost Estimate

From: Poosti, Said [mailto:Said.Poosti@ladwp.com]

Sent: Friday, July 11, 2014 8:35AM
To: Ortmann, Steve
Cc: Magula, James; Estrada, Oscar; Hinkson, Wayne; Moon, MalVin
Subject: RE: LA Streetcar- Revised Cost Estimate
Hi John:
Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to let you know about our concerns with the different aspects of this
project in conjunction with the power facilities along the Street Car project route. LADWP Power is in agreement on the
scope of work and assumptions that involved the actual conduit construction and vault replacements considered by USR
Corporation to develop their independent cost estimate for the Downtown Street Car Project. Some of the items that
involved more than just LDWP work and were common with other construction activities on this project such as traffic
control, permit issues and resurfacing were done separately from our portion of the estimate. Also please note that with
the time frame given to achieve this estimate a lot of assumptions were loosely made without any input from field crews
or any physical investigation of the site facilities. This estimate is based on the understanding that due to field conditions
and after a design is prepared some of this scope may change and the estimate will be refined as the project progresses.
LADWP Power will continue to work with URS, City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation and Department of
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering to help move this project forward and work with the project team to find the most
economical and efficient way to facilitate the project.
Sincerely;
Sa'id Poosti
UG Standards
LADWP Power

1
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CITY OF
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
MEMBERS

Los ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

BUREAUOFSAN~AnON
ENRIQU~

C. ZALDIVAR

DIRECTOR

KEvt.1 JAMES
PRESIDENT

TRACI J. •sw.DE

CH:EF OPIRATINGOFFICER

MONICA RODRIGUEZ

VAROW I. ABKIAN
ADEL H. HAGI!KHALIL
ALEXANDI!R E. H!LOU

VICE PRESIDENT

IIATriZABO

ASSISTANT DIAECTOR8

ERIC GARCETTI

PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

VACANT

MAYOR

IIICHAI!L R. DAVIS

CIIEF FJNANCW. OFFICER

COIMBSIONEA

BAftBMA ROMERO
CCIMMISSIONER

July 3, 2014

WASTEWATER ENOJNEEIIING SERVICES DIV.
2714 llliDIA CENTER llftiV£
LOS ANGELES, CA leoti
FAX: IJU) 341-1210 OR
(J2J) 342..211

Steve OrtmBIUl, Vice President
URS Corporation
915 Wilshire Boulev&l'd, Suite 700
Los Angeles. CA 90017
Dear Mr. Ortmann:
The Bureau of Sanitation of the City of Los Angeles (LASAN) is in agreement on the scope of work
and assumptions that URS Corporation (URS) has applied to developing the Independent Cost
Estimate for the Downtown Streetcar Project

At this stage of the project, it is understood that LASAN and URS are operating with certain
limitations on data and information and that this information will be refined throughout the design
development, which may change the assumptions. However, LASAN has provided feedback and
direction to URS staff for the purpose of this estimate.
LASAN will continue to work with URS, City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation
(LADon, and City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works. Bureau of Engineering (BOB) to
further refine the utility relocation requirements as the project is implemented, to stay engaged as the
project develops, and to work wi~ the project team to identify opportunities to reduce utility
relocation cost impacts on the overall project.
If you have any questions feel ftee to contact me at (323) 342-622

ivision Manager
Wastewater Engineering Services Division
Bureau of Sanitation
AH:FFG:tn

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTl#MfbYtt~~FFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Restoration of Historic Streetcar Service in Los Angeles
Private Utility Coordination Summary

This memorandum provides a summary of private utility coordination completed to date for the Los
Angeles Streetcar project. As of August 7, 2014 URS has held conference calls with the following private
utilities to discuss the project:
•

AT&T: July 9, 2014. Spoke with a division of AT&T, Teleport Communications Group.

•

Quest-Century Link: July 10, 2014

•

Time Warner Cable: July 10, 2014

•

XO Communications (Formerly Nextlink): July 17, 2014

The purpose of the coordination calls was to provide an overview and background of the project, discuss
major private utility infrastructure located along the alignment, discuss potential conflicts, and gain an
understanding of the general process for private utility conflicts and relocations related to public
betterment projects. Additionally, the coordination calls served to open an early dialogue with private
utility providers in order to ensure they are engaged and aware of any potential future conflicts.
In general, private utility providers were aware of the proposed project as well as the process by which
conflicts may be resolved, as they had been inv~lved in similar Metro projects. The following general
findings were made based on these meetings:
•

Costs to relocate private utilities are typically assigned based on individual franchise
agreements. However, if a project is a "Rule 20A" project (a project for the public betterment)
private utility providers are typically responsible for paying to relocate their own infrastructure.

•

Private utility providers will typically try to coordinate utility relocation with one another if they
are located in the same trench.

•

In order for private utilities to move facilities, the public agency must provide a formal letter
requesting them to do so.

URS provided private utility providers with the alignment alternatives map as well as a general project
schedule. The project team will continue to coordinate with private utility providers as the project
progresses in order to closely coordinate on any potential conflicts and associated relocation.
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